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CAN LOVE OUR ENEMIES? 

Yes, can love them, but cannot like them. Affection 

cannot aroused enmities. Christian love does not condone 
evil. Nor does Jesus insist any such miracle. love people 

treat them should like treated, and wish them 

well. their enmity due our own wrongdoing, must 
remove the cause, cost what may. due their wrong- 

doing, must try get them abandon their practices. they 
then refuse reconciled, they are ostracized. 

That the plain teaching Jesus. 

Can love our enemies while are war with them? Not 
our love means affection for them indifference their wrong- 

doing. for enemies does not mean that should suffer them 

others harm; that should approve their brutality, condone 
their atrocities, submit their oppression. have nation 

preserve, civilization, political ideals, and liberties safeguard. 
shall love the Germans the sense that shall recon- 

ciled with them soon they convince that have done 

them wrong they are converted regard for human rights 

and international justice. they refuse such reconciliation, per- 
sist robbing other nations, justify rape, massacres, deportations, 
starvation, and terrorization the name patriotism, love for them 
will not lead neglect love for their victims. they threaten 

the world with the sword, shall protect the world with the 

sword. 

Love for our enemies cannot make indifferent our obliga- 
tion protect those who are not our enemies. That too love, 
and the noblest sort. 

Love for our enemies not moral deadens our indignation 
against the crimes they perpetrate. 
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Love for our enemies will not keep from killing them they 

compel choose that the only way which our love for their 
victims can find expression. did not choose the method. 
tried bring Germany regard for others and its own best 

inheritance. turned one cheek and then another. were 
forced into war when sought peace, into violence when pre- 
ferred reconciliation, draw the sword when pleaded for the 
olive branch. 

Love has stern duties just because love. Not fulfil these 

duties injustice the victims organized injustice. 
need not hate Germany the sense that wish ill. 

have desire crush the nation because un-Christian. 

shall not soil our souls vengeance. German women shall not 
suffer our hands because Belgian women have suffered unmen- 

tionable injury from German soldiers. German civilians shall not 

shot because Belgian and French civilians have been shot 
batches. German workmen and farmers will not made slaves 

martial law because the workmen and farmers Belgium, 

France, Poland, and the Ukraine have been deported and mal- 

treated. Germans need not fear shall violate treaties because 

they have made mockery treaties. 
Indignation and loathing are not hatred. Self-protection not 

vindictiveness. National action for the sake world-peace not 

vengeance. 
Christians not hate because they fight. seek not ven- 

geance but international justice. When peace comes shall ask 

indemnities punitive suffering. shall help Germans when 

Germans will let help them. Our sense justice will extend 
them all the world. 

But such love will not excuse their brutalities make 

indifferent the danger the repetition German crimes. 

shall love our enemies, but shall not disarm until they are 

harmless. they repent and bring forth fruits meet for repentance, 

shall welcome their return civilization. 

Until that day shall fight them. For love that seeks 

men good cowardice when refuses prevent them from doing 

wrong. 
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GEORGE MAINS, D.D., LL.D. 

New York City 

cannot denied that this age 

evolutionary philosophy furnishing 
the working hypothesis for the world’s 

most constructive thought. 

note the best philosophy and science 

the day the prophetic. But 
between the predictive ideals and ful- 

filment there always expansive 
territory universal nature 

man the supreme goal evolution. 
Evolutionistic creation, through all its 

eonian processes, has wrought slowly 

but surely toward the production 

man. Manis the finality the creative 

process. Beyond him superior order 

expected. But ideally, how 
greatly disappointing realization 

the present race men! 

the real ideals the evolutionary pro- 
cess history has now and then staged 
itself with great genius. Moses, 

Isaiah, Plato, St. Paul, Augustine, 

Luther, Shakespeare, Dante, Newton, 

Darwin, Lincoln—these and their like 

are names that glorify history. They 

luminously translate the high possi- 

bilities the race. But far beneath 
the altitudes where such have dwelt how 

populous are the shadowed and obscure 

plains where dwell the hordes which 

yet developed but rudi- 
mentary and anemic intellectual and 

ethical life! 
But let the true note history 

still that prophecy. The redeeming 
fact that men, all men, however 

depressed their present status, are 
potential infinite improvement, 
unmeasured attainments character 

and wisdom. The highest ideals 
evolution, its confident promise per- 

fect humanity yet be, are best 
prophecies slow fulfilment. The dis- 
ciples evolution, those Hebrew 
prophecy, far the present order 

concerned and decided all the 
larger measurements the situation, 

will die without sight experience 
fruitioned ideals. 

Consulting history, nothing seems 
more evidence than that spirit 

which utters itself very 

negation prophecy. Sir Thomas 

Moore wrote his Utopia; but Sir Thomas 

died the block. the thirties 
Victor Hugo predicted glowing terms 
the near time when kings and despots 

would displaced, when enlightened 

democracies would 
sway. But Hugo himself lived see 

his own loved France more than once 

plunged revolution and blood, her 

fairest cities sacked and devastated 

ruthless conquest. were now 
living might tempted think that 

the very cosmos diabolical con- 

spiracy against his holiest ideals. 
was but yesterday when the grounds 
optimism for the world’s future weal 
seemed more numerous, more rich, more 

obvious than ever before. more con- 
fident,a more widely voiced note 

prophecy for the future humanity 
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than has ever before found expression 

human thought has uttered itself 

our very day. The seers righteous- 

ness, human brotherhood, social 

justice and morality, business equity, 

political cleanness, the rights the 

individual, sacred educational 

heritage for childhood, world-peace, 

were never 

nobler prophetic ideals, never more 

hope-inspired than those this genera- 

tion who have mused 
problems while the fires have burned 
within their very bones. 

But just now, when the voices 

these prophets have been heard most 
impressively throughout the world, 

very cosmic mockery the most 

inspiring and most sacred human hopes, 

like sudden eruption from some vast 

and hidden inferno, the passions 
hellish war are devastating the fairest 
fields civilization, burning cities, 

spoliating the world’s most treasured art, 
ruthlessly murdering alike defenseless 

old men and little children, and 

spirit indescribable fiendishness com- 

mitting wholesale outrage against the 

most beautiful womanhood the world. 

can wonder that the faith 
many good people the righteous reign 

God over the earth staggered. 

times like these none but they who have 

titanic grip upon the undying prin- 

ciples righteousness and who have the 

prophetic vision God’s invincible 
rule history can calm and hope- 

ful for the future the world. Yet 

all this but the repetition 

grim historic story. Against the 

sunniest skies prophecy there may 
suddenly pile the unlooked-for storm 

cloud from whose bosom shall leap the 
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thunders alarm and the bolts 
death. 

The premise future ideal moral 

realm the earth inheres inevitably 

admitted that the time-long conception 

relating the predictive character 

Old Testament prophecy has been much 

modified and revised under the tests 
recent critical thought. One may still 

hold this that view the prophet’s 

inspired prescience concerning distinc- 

tive future events. Irrespective all 
this, however, need not doubted 

that the conception sovereign God, 

almighty, holy, the sway whose 

scepter enduring time, wide 

human interests, furnished the 

prophet lofty and matchless vision 
from which, from the standpoint 
moral statesmanship alone, could 
not fail utter sublimest predictions 
for the future humanity. there 

such God, God whose administration 

relates itself chief end the moral 

destinies the human race, then this 

Being must the very necessities the 
case now and always creating and 
directing the processes which must 

finally ultimate reign righteous- 

ness the earth. this premise 
there ample ground for visioning 

sublime and most prophetic predictions. 
precisely this ground that the 

most inspirational and far-seeing modern 

prophets are predicting with confidence 

and luminous logic surely coming 
civilization righteousness the earth. 

There thought among men 

imperishable this prophetic hope. 

This hope most cherished where 

thought most clear, most seerlike, 

most philanthropic. There are 



stupidities civilization, apparent 
reversions barbarism, volcanic 

upheavals the moral order, which, all 

combined, are forceful enough remand 
this hope permanently the back- 
ground. like cosmic force. 

works the world’s thought like seed 
which the husbandman plants the 
spring soil. there the prophecy 

future fields rich and golden with 

ripened harvests. 
the moral instincts humanity 

are trusted, then the hope 
coming kingdom righteousness the 
earth founded upon misleading 

premise. The prophetic note voice 
the eternal order. utters the most 

vital message, the most uplifting hope, 
ever heard our human world. 
imperishable survival test truth, 

then this test the prophetic voice 

proved the truest thing history. 
What destructive ages have passed since 
the period the old Hebrew prophets! 

great empires, 

mighty cities drunken 

commerce and merchandise, the homes 

great arts, literatures, and inventions, 

have risen and perished since the days 

these old teachers. The proudest 

material monuments that ancient 

world are mostly mantled oblivion. 

The prizes which lured the ambitions 

kings and warriors are now lost 

and unknown. But the moral teachings 

these old prophets are today vivid 
and lustrous though born the 

inspirations yesterday. That eternal 

thing, the moral sense mankind, gives 

hospitality and indorsement these 

teachings though they were freshly 

passed down from the smoke and 

lightnings new Sinai. These men 
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had such direct vision God 
make their utterances forever elemental. 
Their appeal man’s moral nature 

comes ever like revelation new born. 
There such enduring quality and 

authority their ideals make all 

the material ambitions history seem 
poor and perishable comparison. 

These great and simple-hearted seers 
seemed take primary hold upon the 

most valuable and imperishable truths 

the moral universe. Man, universal 

man, the court highest authority 
and all that best him, pays 

ceaseless and full tribute the supreme 
and undying values these ancient 

teachings. there such fact 

truth, divine, therefore invincible, truth; 

truth that will finally transform the 

human world and bring God’s paradise 

earth, then the prophet all men 
surely God’s spokesman. 

But that which may not feel 
sure the method fulfilment. 

within historic demonstration 

assert that, prophetic schedules, 

definite chronologies and diagrams 
fulfilment which have endlessly em- 

ployed biblical interpretation, most 
them far are now seen worth- 

less. The argument from 

prediction” which the past has been 
stoutly used prove the infallible 

inspiration the Old Testament 
now largely superseded the thought 

biblical scholarship. This not 
construed denying predictive 

element biblical prophecy. That 
question not here under discussion. 
The fact here emphasized that 

the very conception sovereign and 
holy God, God whose government 

the universe works supremely 

g 
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moral ends, itself furnished the most 

inspirational and adequate grounds for 

the kind prediction richly set forth 
Old Testament prophecy. in- 

spirational and poetic thinker with 

Isaiah’s views the Divine Sovereignty 
could fail share Isaiah’s vision the 

coming glory God’s Kingdom the 
earth. far this world concerned 

righteous Sovereign bring righteous- 
ness pass among men. The logic 

this view was unescapable influ- 

ence, impelling inspiration, the 

minds the great prophets. That they 

clearly foresaw the times which, 

and the processes which, the definite 
fulfilments their predictions should 

pass quite another question. 

looks though very many, indeed 

most, cases their optimistic anticipa- 

tion quite outran the fact fulfilment 

itself. would also appear that the 
final moral fulfilments most cases, 

far they have come pass, have 
come with setting circumstance and 

scenery quite different from any imagery 
which originally inhered the prophet’s 
mind. 

any event one with clear vision 
can review the field prophecy, and 
this the largest scope, including bibli- 

cal, poetic, and scientific prophecy, and 
escape the impression that all 

haloed with atmosphere illusion. 

One the most graphic early Hebrew 

stories that the migration Abra- 

ham, who obedience God’s call left 

his native Haran journey land 

which knew not, but which 

God would lead him. this new do- 
main God took him the seashore and 
bade him count the sands thereof, and 
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then pointed him the star-crowded 
Syrian night, assuring him that the 

sands the seashore the stars 
the night for multitude should 

his posterity. From high vantage- 
ground, far could look, north, 

south, east, west, the rich land was 

promised possession him and 

his seed forever. least five times 
recorded that God met Abraham 

renew unto him this covenant blessing. 

His seed was possess the gates his 

enemies, and through them were all the 
nations the earth blessed. 

This picture one the most allur- 
ing preserved from the ancient 
world. But Abraham’s personal life 
was one hardships and disappoint- 
ments. His herdsmen quarreled with 

the herdsmen Lot, and thus was 
separated from his favorite nephew. 
The tribes the lands made war upon 
him and turned his life into military 
turmoil. did indeed become rich 

herds. But finally old age 

gave the ghost and was buried, him- 

self never having experienced, much 

less probably apprehended, either the 
significance the fulfilment the 

covenant promises. 

Israel, the covenant people, was 
sore bondage Egypt. God raised 

for this nation slaves deliverer 
and leader. was bring the 

people “Land Promise.” And 

with what allurement the picture 
this land set before these pilgrims! 

Their new home freedom was 

water, fountains and depths that 
spring out valleys and hills; land 

wheat, and barley, and vines, and 

fig trees and pomegranates; land 
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oil, olive, and honey; land which 

they should eat bread without scarce- 
ness, and which they should not lack 

anything; land whose stones were iron, 

and out whose hills they should dig 

this land was conditioned upon their 

obedience the covenant command- 

ments. But what the real history? 
The generation that left Egypt died 
the desert. Not even Moses was per- 

mitted set foot upon the land 
whose very gateways led the migra- 
tion. The land, once entered upon, was 

found full armed and resisting 
foes, and every part its possession 
had fought for. The very altars 

the midst surrounding and powerful 
idolatries. The Canaanite was the 
land, and his corrupting touch lured 

the life Israel that for centuries was 
the continuous struggle judge, 
king, and prophet save the very 

life the nation from idolatrous sub- 

taken; but the barbarous habits and 

idolatrous tastes and affiliations the 
people defeated its purpose. 

The brilliant period the Davidic 
dynasty arose. glorious temple 
Jehovah was reared Jerusalem. 
the altars this temple there ministered 

great priesthood. Under its arches 
was conducted most impressive pa- 

geant ritual. There came something 
national discernment and hope that 

the ancient covenants entered into with 
Abraham and Moses were about 

fruit blessed realization. The tragic 
fact, however, that Israel nation 

never arose its moral opportunities. 
Idolatry, Mammon-worship, social im- 
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morality, and whole brood kindred 

iniquities wrought spiritual paralysis 
the general life the nation and 

robbed the people whole the 
covenanted inheritance. 

Passing the long and checkered his- 
tory place ourselves the noonday 

Hebrew prophecy. Here are 
carried the very heights Israel’s 

loftiest and purest vision. The holiness 
God nowhere else the Old Testa- 

ment literature appears clearly and 

impressively here. God’s sovereign 

ways history nowhere else are 

attested. His distinctive love for Israel 
nowhere gloriously emphasized. 

the interests this small but chosen 
people makes Cyrus, the mightiest 

king the ancient world, act the part 

his servant and messenger. the 
time these later writers the earlier 

prophetic hopes the Jewish people had 

been shattered the utter destruction 
both the northern and the southern 

kingdoms. The glorious temple 

Mount Zion had been laid ruins and 
ashes. The flower the nation had 
been forced into distant and appar- 
ently hopeless captivity. Yet this 
very time the Isaiahic prophecies for 
Israel were glowing with sublime 

jeweled from dome horizon line with 
brilliant constellations could not 

more wonderful contemplate than the 
majesty predictions for 
Israel. And all this when the nation 
was without throne, without temple, 
and its people were ostracized and home- 

sick captivity. 

all human appearances nothing 
could more forbidding and hopeless 
than the material conditions Israel 
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this period. Indeed the people them- 
selves had largely lost faith. But 
the prophet’s soul there was supreme 

confidence. The ability and integrity 
the covenant-keeping God filled his 

vision. his own construction the 

meaning the covenants could allow 

place for doubt, however forbidding 

apparent conditions, that God would 
surely fulfil his ancient promises 

Israel. was evident the prophet 
that large numbers those captivity 
were materialized and sodden spirit. 
They seemed poor material from which 

retrieve the prophetic fortunes 
nation ordained for divine and super- 
lative mission for mankind. But the 
prophet’s vision mere remnant this 

people was prove the effective link 
between all God’s pregnant promises 

the past and the realization that 
kingdom righteousness whose triumph 

and glory were yet fill the earth. 

Note the historic sequences. Cyrus 
officially permits, and prepares the way 
for, the return colony Jewish 
captives from Babylon 

provinces Jerusalem. What could 

more heartening than the prophet’s 

description the return march 

these captives? the light the 

history are forced conclude, 

least infer, that the prophet’s high 
hope and enthusiasm over the return 

Jerusalem its own people inspired 

him idealization whose optimism 

altogether outstripped any realization 

which these returned captives were ever 

royal prosperity and glory could well 

exceed that the sixtieth chapter 
Isaiah. also, speaking the 
same events, seems fully share the 
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expectation restored glory and 
continuous reign under its own auspices 

the Israelitish kingdom Jerusalem. 
generally conceded that the 

great prophets spoke from the back- 
grounds their own respective ages. 

They dealt lessons intended for their 
immediate contemporaries. 
view obvious assumption that 
the people whom the prophecies were 

addressed would naturally themselves 
expect enter into the experiences and 

inheritances gloriously promised. 
well known that literal kingdom 

material glory was vision which, for 
many centuries certainly, was never 

divorced from the popular Jewish 
thought. seems clear that the gen- 

erations whom the prophets made 
their direct appeal had such pre- 

science kindle them with enthu- 
siasm over promises which best would 

receive fulfilment only far-off cen- 

turies. must believe sane view 
that the prophets themselves had 
such thought. They themselves spoke 

under the inspiration and pressure 

great convictions. They doubtless be- 

lieved that the omnipotent and righteous 

God would, through the chosen Israel, 

certainly bring pass great transforma- 

tions for the world. was not the fault 

their basic premise that their glowing 

predictions did not receive immediate 
fulfilment. Their time-perspective was 

fault. They did not themselves have 

clear apprehension the purely spiritual 
character and the world-democracy 

that realm toward which God was work- 

ing. God’s evolutionary moral diagram 

-for the entire human race entered only 

very imperfectly into their vision. 

cannot rationally doubted that both 
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the great prophets and the people whom 
they led lived the confident expecta- 
tion glorious realizations which their 

eyes were never permitted behold 
and into whose actual experiences they 

never entered. 

What were the material facts? 
poor remnant Israel actually returned 

Jerusalem. Its people only met with 
disappointed ideals. They were them- 
selves poor, socially ostracized the 
prosperous heathen who had come 
possess the land. They lacked both 
the wealth and the zeal needed for the 

rebuilding the Temple, the glory 

which their prophetic teachers had set 
forth. For generations their religious 

faith and life were corrupted un- 
hallowed contact with the heathen and 

forbidden marriages with the daugh- 

ters idolatry. for the promised 
restoration the kingdom, this hope, 

The material sense, proved illusive. 

Jewish people nevermore, save for 
brief period eighty years, beginning 
with 142 were privileged have 

autonomous national life. Thus, 

men write the records nations, the 

Israelitish people were never permitted 

enter upon the triumphal career and 
the fruitful heritage vividly promised 

their prophetic teachers. 
There much the New Testament 

that seems point Christ being 
himself the true fulfilment ancient 

messianic prophecy. One thing true: 

If, contrary the present large con- 
sensus Old Testament scholarship, 

should assume identify late 
historic individual with Isaiah’s 
manuel,” the the 

the “Branch,” the “Suffering 

Servant,” the conquerer, not 
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mention many other personations, 
then function, moral perfection, 
historic feature, Christ all characters 
most perfectly expresses the type. 

But could definitely place 
Christ the one distinctive and sole 
character seen the foreground all 

messianic prophecy, even could 

not escape mystery and illusion. The 
prophecies were uttered primarily 

the Hebrew people. They acquired 
national habit anticipating Messiah. 
This habit was full tide when Jesus 

Nazareth actually made his appearance. 

But his person, his social environment, 
his announced mission, his teaching 

concerning God’s Kingdom, all were 

diverse from their view the prophetic 
teaching lead the well-nigh uni- 

versal rejection Jesus the Jews 

his generation. 

Christ was the Jews more than 

They felt out- 

raged and indignant his claims that 

they sought and secured his crucifixion 

false teacher. They judged him 
traitor their religion, criminal 

iconoclast against the faith which had 

been handed down them from the 
prophets. matter how superlative 
and peerless the impression which 
Jesus has continuously and increasingly 

made upon the mind the Christian 

centuries, remains this day true 
that the Jews all lands have well- 

nigh totally rejected his claims the 

messiahship Hebrew prophecy. 
are sadly prompted ask, What 

then? prophecy but worthless 
dream—a delusion? Let the answer 
forever be—No. There some im- 

perishable and invincible reason why, 
the last court decision, the united 
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moral conscience the race, the voice 

the old Hebrew prophet should 
accepted final authority. The old 
prophets planted their feet upon im- 

movable foundations. They had clear 
vision and eternal righteous- 
ness. Theywere light-clear the convic- 

tion that this human world could never 
come its best save should 
indissolubly wedded the spirit and rule 

divine righteousness. They never lost 
sight this eternally fundamental 
thing. always and fearlessly coupled 
with their brightest predictions was 
heard the thunder relentless doom 
against all unrighteousness. 

The moral sense mankind has never 

reversed this old prophetic ethic. The 
world has grown vastly material 
knowledge. Human ingenuity has dis- 
covered innumerable devices for the 

employment and diversion mankind. 
Wealth, multiplied art, fashion, luxury, 

lust, war, autocracies kingship and 

priesthood, innumerable passing inven- 

tions—these all have been tried out 
their last potencies, and not one, not all 

together, have proved capacity for 
producing ideal world, for develop- 
ing the ideal human character, for 

satisfying the deep and insatiate moral 

hunger the soul. The fundamental 

and everlastingly significant thing about 
man is—his moral constitution. was 

made for God, made for eternity. 
primarily and potentially endowed for 
citizenship imperishable moral 

kingdom. would seem that the 

cumulative lessons human history 

ought this time have convincingly 

impressed the thinking man that any- 

thing character short moral whole- 
ness abortive product. 
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the present world-war what voice 
more definite emphatic than that 

which testifies the utter vanity 
kingly and selfish ambitions? this 

broad and crowded arena the fact most 
impressively revealed the world 
monstrous development frightfulness, 

the fact that from kingly and militant 
lust power there may spring 

flagrant and indescribable harvest 
wickedness and cruelty. the very 
genius this power work wholesale 
havoc and tragedy civilization. The 
world can never saved either its 
kings its militant armies. 

humanity whole were expert 
learner the school Providence its 
next universal experiment would 

turning righteousness, the reverent 

putting its face toward the throne 
holy God. All lesser experiments 

than this have been amply demonstrated 
failures. the meantime the spirit 
prophecy remains the most valuable 

leaven human thought. Prophetic 
idealism the most healthy stimulus 

the world. What world this would 
let absolutely down upon plain 

naked materialism! Indeed what 
sodden, stupid, unaspiring, blasé, lust- 

sated, criminal, helpless, and hopeless 

world this would were not for 

the prophetic, inspiring, and uplifting 
ideals which now breathe through all 
its atmospheres! 

the salt purifies the sea the 
spirit prophecy will always remain 
the most saving thing all our human 

world. The prophet the one man 
most responsive divine inspirations. 

the one man who has the clearest 
vision eternal things. the one 

guide the difficult slopes that lie 
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between the present and God’s final 
goal for humanity. Thus that the 
spirit prophecy can never die. All 
moral geniuses belong the unbroken 

prophetic order. Happily their kind 
multiplying the earth. The goal may 

far near, but the vision its per- 

fection ever enlarges 
thought. not know when 

shall come, and may not ours 

trace infallibly the method the process 
which shall usher the divine 

event.” Evolution seems slowly 
climb the hills God’s consummations, 

but may more true than many good 

men have thought that this the 

course along which God shall guide the 
race the portals the coming king- 

dom. calm survey the cosmic 
diagram does not seem furnish proof 
that God, measured man’s fever- 

ish impatience, any hurry. 
commands exhaustless capital time. 

With him thousand years single 

day, and single day thousand 
years. 

certain that many modern 
prophet seems confidently trace 
its goal the progress mankind along 
the far-flung vistas the evolutionary 
process. Professor John Fiske says: 

The future lighted for with the 
radiant colors hope. Strife and sorrow 

shall disappear. Peace and love shall 
reign supreme. The dream poets, the 
lesson priest and prophet, the inspiration 

the great musician, confirmed the 

light modern knowledge; and gird 

ourselves for the work life may look 
forward the time when the truest sense 
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the kingdoms this world shall become the 
kingdom and shall reign forever 
and ever, King kings, and Lord lords. 

The imperial Browning, voicing his 

own philosophy, makes the mediaeval 
mystic say: 

For these things tend still upward, progress 

The law life, man not man yet. 
Nor shall deem his object served, his end 

Attained, his genuine strength put fairly 
forth, 

While only here and there star dispels 
The darkness, here and there towering 

mind 

O’erlooks its prostrate fellows; when the 

host 

out once the despair night, 

When all mankind alike perfected, 
Equal full-blown powers—then, not till 

then, 

say, begins man’s general infancy. 

The peerless Laureate says: 

Where one that, born woman, altogether 

can escape 
From the lower world within him, moods 

tiger, ape? 

Man yet being made, and ere the 
crowning Age ages, 

Shall not aeon after aeon pass and touch him 

into shape 

All about him shadow still, but, while the 

races flower and fade, 

Prophet-eyes may catch glory slowly gain- 
ing the shade, 

Till the peoples all are one, and all their 

voices blend choric 

Hallelujah the Maker: finished. 

Man made.” 
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THE GOSPEL VERSUS THE BIBLE 

FRANK EAKIN, D.B. 

Instructor New Testament Greek, Western Theological Seminary 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

The other day heard prominent 

churchman speaking the importance 

being with the Bible.” 

common expression, and not 

disposed find fault with its use. 

saturated with the Bible have 
treasure priceless value stored away 

one’s mind, and this true whether 

one looks the matter from merely 

literary from religious point view. 

should like suggest, however, that 

saturated with the gospel even 
more vital matter and one which all 

too seldom hear urged. 
Let understood that 

fied with the gospels—the records that 
have come down under the names 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. 

The gospel the which 

Jesus brought and still brings men; 

and that good news, understand 

it, primarily himself. not con- 
ceivable, think, that any other news 

which humanity might receive would 

good the news that such life 

that Jesus was not only possible 

but actual, that such spirit his could 
inhabit and did inhabit body 

flesh and blood, that his point view 
could and was both taught and lived. 

the best possible news for humanity 

because shows how weakness may 

turned into strength, folly into wis- 

dom, strife into peace, impurity into 

purity, hate into love, sin into righteous- 

ness, death into life—in short, shows 

how men may “saved,” all the 
breadth and depth meaning which 

that great little word contains. There- 

fore when speak being saturated 
with the gospel mean being saturated 
with Christ—his spirit, his attitude, his 

point view, himself. 
Now course the first requisite 

such program know about Christ, 

and assuredly the logical starting-point 

for one who would learn about Christ 
the New Testament books which 

contain ‘accounts his earthly life. 
The starting-point will here, but the 

investigator will soon find himself led 

farther afield. other New Testa- 
ment writings will find interpreta- 

tions and applications the gospel which 

cannot afford neglect. Turning 

back the Old Testament will learn 

that Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others had 

caught something the Master’s spirit 

centuries before lived and taught 

Palestine. Other writings the two 

Testaments will contribute, only 

way contrast, his knowledge 
the gospel. And will probably 

turn out that the time saturated 

with the gospel his mind will pretty 

well saturated with the Bible too. 

Where then the antithesis which 
our subject implies? not saturation 

with the Bible and with the gospel prove 

essentially the same thing after all? 

venture think that the two expres- 
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sions represent two very different points 

view. The purpose this paper 

urge that should the gospel 

rather than the Bible which set before 
our own measure values and the 

standard which direct others 
when want them know what 
Christianity is. There are several rea- 

sons why this true. 

Because the gospel something 

definite and specific which men can tie. 

than book. has real unity, yet 
equally true that its different writers 

represent very different points view. 

those who have given serious thought 

and study the matter this com- 

monplace and perhaps causes diffi- 

culty, but “the man the the 

same cannot said. Ask him 

believes the Bible and likely 
express doubts about the story Jonah 

and the whale, put the classical 

poser where Cain got his wife. 

happens man whose intellec- 

tual processes evolve somewhat 

higher plane than this, may reply 

that such sentiments “Happy shall 
that taketh and dasheth thy 

little ones against the not 

appeal favorably him; and that 

general the narrowness and bigotry 

and cruelty the Hebrew people, which 

seem commended the Bible, 

strike one rather like the traits now 
being displayed certain modern 
nation, which traits, however, are being 

condemned all the rest the world. 

Even the New Testament may seem 
him show vulnerable points. 

may hold that the argumentation the 

Epistle the Hebrews some points 

little more than sophistry, and that 
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Paul lamentably fails carry convic- 
tion when attempts prove that 

woman who prays with her head un- 
covered thereby dishonors her head. 

will doubt admit that there much 
good the Bible, but finds also 

elements that seem not good, and this 

fact him stumbling-block. 

Now one way dealing with this 
objector explain these points 
difficulty him detail, showing him 

that there nothing them, when 

properly understood, that should stand 
the way his acceptance the 

difficult process, and the outcome, say 
the least, will doubt. Surely there 

better way. Instead of, “Do you 

believe the Bible?” why not put the 
question, “Do you believe 
gospel?” The man whom that 
question put may well hesitate before 

answers, but his hesitation will 

due the bigness the question and 
what involves rather than con- 
fusion what means. For the 

essence the gospel not hard, 
think, either understand explain. 

Jesus—to accept his point view and 
accept also his guidance the only 

way making that point view 

effective our lives. That means that 
self shall cease hold undisputed sway. 

Unless its sway disputed both the 

directing force and the chief interest 
life; and that, says the gospel, must not 
be. The directing force must God— 
God learn know him Christ 
—and our interest must broadened 

include all humanity; fellow-men 

self. 
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have here definite platform, 
specific principle life. who ac- 
cepts this principle and takes his stand 

this platform will inevitably turn 
the Bible for further guidance and will 
not fail find there. But finds 

also other points view which seem 
him very nearly the opposite that 

Jesus, the fact will not greatly trouble 
him. the gospel upon which 

has staked his all. For fail him 

would tragic indeed, but questions 
with regard the Bible are much less 

serious. may turn out that books 
passages which lack the Christian 

spirit have value other ways. 
believe that the church our day 

suffers small loss from the fact that 
has inherited the custom setting 

forth its standard the Bible rather 
than the gospel—a literature varying 
moral and religious levels rather than 
clear-cut way life. 

has often been remarked that 
almost anything can proved from the 

Bible. Christian Scientists, Russellites, 

and Mormons find lack texts 
support their views, while German 

preachers the present day are not 
loss find seeming precedent for 

both megalomania and frightfulness 
the Old Testament. may say that 

their exegesis unsound their appli- 

cation faulty, but the root the diffi- 
culty lies deeper. For the Bible 

successfully used propagating errors 

and absurdities would not possible 

but for the fact that with multitudes 
people the Bible usurps the place 

the gospel the Christian standard 
life. They have not been taught that 

the vital question with reference 

Mormonism, Kaiserism, any other 
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ism not, whether can find support 
the Bible, but how appears when 

looked from the point view 
Jesus Christ. 

Thus the mistaken practice the 
church this point works mischief 
two opposite ways. One man sees that 
the Bible presents varying standard, 
and the fact discredits Christianity 

his eyes. Another man fails see 

this, and even more seriously led 

astray. What neither sees that 
the gospel, not the Bible, that 

Christianity stands falls. 

Because putting forth the gospel 

rather than the Bible our standard 
enable more aggressive—to get 

away from the defensive attitude. 

long the church allows under- 
stood that the Bible her mighty 
weapon offense and defense, long 
will she subject attack hundred 

points. The criticisms which may 

launched against the Bible, and actually 
have been ‘launched, are without num- 

ber. From the creation narrative 
Genesis the millennial doctrine the 
Apocalypse every supposedly vulnerable 
point has been under fire. may 
answer that every point the attack 
has been successfully met—the argu- 

ments shown worthless irrele- 

vant. But granting this, the question 

remains whether are employing 
good strategy. Christianity’s mis- 

sion were defend the Bible, well and 

good; but such not the case. 
propagate the gospel our task, and 

would best devote our energies 

its accomplishment. 
There weakness here the 

church’s internal relationships well 
her attitude toward the world 

il 
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without. One church body holds aloof 
from another; one Christian suspi- 
cious his fellow who professes allegi- 
ance the same Lord. Why? Because 
the suspected party holds views about 
the Bible that are deemed unsound. 

Now possible, though scarcely 
probable, that these views may touch 
something that the essence the 
gospel and may therefore give just cause 

for concern. But matter fact 
this not the test that usually applied. 
The progress the Master’s Kingdom 

suffers constant hindrance from lack 
harmony matters way vital 
the gospel’s spirit and ideals. 

not mean suggest that the dis- 

cussion 

and otherwise—is frowned upon. 
Far from it. field scientific in- 
vestigation excels biblical criticism 

importance and interest. But 

field that belongs Christian scholar- 

ship rather than the Christian church 

the church’s efficiency interpreting 
and applying the gospel its aid should 

received with gratitude; but beyond 

that point the church has little 
directly with its work. 

The gospel altogether the biggest 
thing the world. the only 
panacea for human ills; able 
conquer every foe—this gospel which 

have been commissioned spread, 
extensively and intensively, throughout 

the world. With such commission 
carry out, are going stop and 

wait until verdict has been rendered 

how many Isaiahs there were and 

whether the Pastoral Epistles their 
present form were written the apostle 
Paul? have right our convic- 
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tions these points, but what could 
greater folly than that should 

refuse march shoulder shoulder 

with the fellow-Christian who sees them 
different light? What needed 

aggressive Christianity, and that 

means Christianity which takes its 
stand the gospel and refuses allow 

even the Bible divert therefrom. 
Because thus make our message 

the world more practical. appear 
before men exponents, not ancient 
revelation, but fundamental principle 

life. This far from denying either 
the fact the importance the revela- 
tion. But how are convince 
indifferent world its importance unless 

can show that related life— 
life men live day day? And 

men, not the Bible, but the gospel— 

not religion various preparatory 

stages, but fundamental truth 
Christ. 

business man said not long 
ago, “After all, what need hear 

from the pulpit not much what 

Moses and David thought and did 

Old Testament times what ought 

did not mean that the history and story 
which make large part the 
Bible have value for the modern 
world, but rather that they have value 
for the great majority only they 
have bearing life know it. 

Teaching the history the Hebrews 
Bible class may may not have more 

value than the history ancient 
Rome were taught. sermon about 
Paul the apostle may may not exert 

more influence for good than lecture 
Socrates. want our teaching 
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and preaching the Bible meet 

discourse ethics could not, must 

teach and preach the Bible with refer- 
ence not much itself the gospel 

which contains. can make use 
what Moses David thought did 

showing men and women this 

twentieth century what loyalty Christ 
and their own best selves demands that 
they should think and do, let all 

means avail ourselves this material. 
Otherwise shall have little use for 

our ministerial work, however much 

may interest students history. 

are sent into the world. 
Only shallow and superficial critic 

will speak the Bible date,” 
yet undoubtedly there are many 

whose minds that thought, unspoken 

perhaps, exists. And a.certain type 

preaching which regards the Bible 

end itself rather than means 
largely responsible. conceived, the 

Bible out date—just many sur- 

viving products ancient literature. 
But who knows the Bible only that 

way does not really know all. 

its connection with the gospel that 
gives its modern—yes, its eternal— 

character. 
The world our day not likely 

profoundly influenced ancient 
history—even history unique 

that Israel fascinating that 
the Christian church its earliest 

days. The twentieth century very 

much occupied with making history for 

itself. But there one thing which 
will command attention this day 

ours, and just the thing which we, 

the heralds the gospel, have—a 
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program, line action, way, making 

possible the overcoming obstacles and 

‘the gaining higher ground. need 

make apologies offering the 

world today this gospel which has 

been committed us. 
are living stupendous time. 

What day may bring forth man can 

tell. Among the forces that are helping 
shape the course events are two 

that stand forth with special distinct- 

ness. The two are opposite poles 
one from the other. Each has elements 

good, yet the triumph either would 
grave menace the world. One 

bigoted nationalism; the other 

so-called internationalism that means 
little more than anarchy. 

Germany; Russia serves illustrate 

the other just now. But both theories 

have multitudes followers right here 
America. How shall our nation, and 

the other nations well, guided 

between these dangerous extremes? 

The answer, think, clear. The 

gospel must their guide. Says the 
gospel, Place the interest others 
every whit high level your own, 

and matters not all whether the 
“others” happen live next door 

you across the sea. There room 

for bigoted nationalism this; and 

neither there place for anarchy, where 
one’s interests are safe. re- 

membered too that the gospel pro- 
gram admits rule one class 

the expense another, whether 

‘employed. 

particularly leader the Christian 
ranks—fails see the great opportunity 
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that ours. The future lies our 
hands, for the gospel committed 

have the only solution for the 
problems which the future will bring. 
But must use this mighty weapon. 

must place this great standard 
the forefront our ranks where friend 
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and foe alike can see. Nothing else 
must allowed usurp the position 
that belongs alone. Not even the 
Bible has right stand between the 
church and the carrying forward the 

work which the church’s Lord has 
intrusted it. 

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION ITS RELA- 
TION THE PRESENT 

FRENCH THOMPSON 

Extension Secretary the Presbyterian Theological Seminary Kentucky 

Louisville, Kentucky 

Never before the history man 
has there been such complete upheaval 

time that which find ourselves 
witnessing today. There have previ- 
ously been upheavals nations, insti- 
tutions, philosophies, before this, but 

none have come suddenly, with 

such force, have been complete, 

that which has happened since August, 
1914. The Reformation was the result 

centuries meditation and silent 
protest, but the changes which have 

witnessed seem have been born 
night full-grown. The map the 
world being fearfully 

losophies are being 
values are assuming their real worth; 
many things and institutions which 
thought eternal have crumbled dust. 

are not prepared state just 
what has caused this great crisis. 

does not seem sufficient say that 

was caused the murder the Crown 
Prince Austria the Serbian 

Serajevo. There had been other mur- 
ders committed whose offense was 
equally great. Nor does seem 
sufficient say that was caused 
German ambitions the Near East 
wholly, nor conflicting trade interests 

between Germany and England. 
does not seem sufficient say that was 

caused sudden impulse the part 
aristocracy crush democracy and 

socialism. All these may have been 
contributing causes, but back behind 

them all seems something else 
which has been hidden. 

little book entitled Hurrah 
and Dr. Bang, pro- 

fessor theology the University 

Copenhagen, there given orderly 
arrangement the teachings Ger- 
many’s poets, prophets, professors, and 

preachers since 1874. this book the 

Hurrah and Hallelujah. Bang. New York: Pp. 234. $1.00. 
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author does not argue much; mainly 
quotes, but his quotations are severe 

indictments upon nation. According 
this book the nation seems have 

mapped out political program and then 

and religious program harmonize 

with it. The nation seems have 
created for herself false god and 
have worshiped him. She seems 

have manufactured for herself exag- 

gerated conception herself and her 

relationship the rest the world. 
She seems have successfully blinded 

her eyes what real Christianity 
and have formulated 

peculiar German Christianity. She 
seems have lost sight modern con- 

ceptions brotherhood and have 

intoxicated herself with the poison 
peculiar German humanity, which 

appears gross inhumanity. And 
because these false estimates she has 
plunged the whole world into the 
maelstrom this awful struggle; 
making the face Europe gory with 
human blood; causing sorrow, suffer- 

ing, sadness millions human hearts; 
upsetting the peace and harmony 

our civilization; materially affecting 
the entire Christian program the ages. 

What caused this? Just what was the 

immediate cause could not state, 

but seems evident that the system 

philosophy, religion, ethics 
which she has breathed for the past 
forty years has been the fundamental 
cause. 

Today the world longing for peace. 

has never wanted war. Mankind 
wants peace, and peace which will 

make another struggle like this im- 

possibility. want more wars and 
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rumors wars. They are too costly. 
They demand too much that which 

How are get what 
want out this struggle? There 

have been many attempts getting rid 

war, but far they have all failed. 

The Hague Conference failed. Arbitra- 
tion treaties have failed. Peace treaties 
have been scraps paper. All 

human methods have proved futile. 
There place for discussing the 

question whether could have 

kept out the war. That time past. 

matter what caused it, are now 

and along with the rest the world 

face face with great crisis. This 

war not contest between nations; 

contest between two civilizations. 
Upon its issue will determined 

whether our Christian civilization shall 

saved whether desire return 
the civilization the Dark Ages. 

Upon its issue will determined the 
future policy the world with regard 

the ruling and the ruled classes the 
world; whether will admit that might 
makes right, whether the small and 

the weak have right their separate 
existence, though they small and 
weak; whether wish regard woman 

being but the female the species, fit 
only produce offspring who will serve 

armies, whether wish per- 

petuate the sacredness Christian 
motherhood and wifehood; whether 

wish live under democratic institu- 

tions, whether wish these insti- 

autocracy. These seem the issues 
today this great struggle. man 
with real red blood his veins can 

hesitate deciding which side 

will take his stand. 
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not know when this war will 
end. prophet has yet arisen with 

vision keen enough see through the 
end. But will end, and will end 

triumphantly for Christianity. this 
can feel confident. Its termination 

will place upon the church Jesus 
Christ her greatest burden. Upon the 

citizenship America will devolve the 
greatest responsibility taking the 

leading part the world’s rebuilding 

program. There will whole nations 
rebuilt. They should rebuilt 

according the ideals Christian 
democracy. Autocracies have had their 
day. the nations are rebuilt 
according Christian ideals, then there 

must Christian leaders ready take 
their place the world when this 
rebuilding begins. There will 

civilization re-established with 
Christian conscience. The mad demons 

war have ravaged the earth, spread- 
ing death and desolation. Homes will 

have rebuilt, and God must have 

place these homes. Industries will 

have set motion, but with the 

thought that the ideals the Christ 
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must the real motive power. Educa- 

tional institutions will have re- 

upon Christian foundation, teach 

real religion and reveal real God. 

Where will these leaders come from? 

The Christian leadership Europe has 
been upon the field 

battle. Who will take the place 
these leaders? cannot furnish 
the trained leaders for least another 
generation. There but one source 

from which they can come. these 
places are filled and the church 
meets the responsibility which this crisis 

placing upon her, then America will 

have realize her world-mission never 
before. She alone can furnish the 
trained Christian leaders for this emer- 

gency. Willshedoit? Ifthe Christian 

forces America not meet this crisis 
being prepared send into all the 

world trained Christian leaders help 
the nations adjust themselves the 
new order things and rebuilt 
according the ideals Christian 
democracy, then can only say, May 

God have mercy the next generation! 

REINVENTION THE PARABLES JESUS: 
SUBJECTIVE INTERPRETATION 

JESSE BOND, PH.D. 

Washington, D.C. 

Dr. Ross, the University 
Wisconsin, tells his classes sociology 

that social settlement the congested 

lamp.” Jesus used the same figure 

describe the social function his dis- 

ciples. Men are much alike that 
when they think similar things they 
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are likely use similar figures 

speech. Therefore tell modern 
terms the meaning Jesus may say 
that wanted his disciples 
lowers for society what the social 
settlement attempts for the city 

slums. Definite purposefulness clearly 
rings the words “turned up,” and 
they have their correlate the words 

lamp and put under bushel, but upon 

the stand, that may give light all 

that are the house.” Dr. Ross may 

never have noticed that his naturally 
visualizing and analytical thinking had 

led him reconstruct one the figures 
speech employed Jesus. soon 

heard the remark noticed the 
similarity and made note it. 
have myself made many these recon- 

structions unintentionally did 

Dr. Ross, and then have noticed that 

Jesus used similar, even identical, 
figure. first these reconstructions 

were quite complete before knew them 

reconstructions all; but later 

the appropriate figure Jesus would 

come mind soon after had begun 

When the first these known rein- 
ventions was made was though 
eyes had been opened was prin- 

cipal high school the time, and one 

day after the pupils had gone home sat 

office chair musing upon what 

they needed and what wanted 
them. ideal for them was genuine 

social valuableness. The means this 
end were two: knowledge derived from 

assimilation facts and principles and 

ethical power based upon devotion 
adequate ideal. wanted, therefore, 

infuse these pupils with zeal accord- 
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ing knowledge for ideal which 

would involve wholesome set values. 
The resulting socially efficient conduct 

thought fruit, and with this begin- 

ning went diagram relation 

that fruit. tree, branches, and 

fruit appeared orchard lot 
autumn time, and all once there burst 

upon the revelation that was re- 
thinking the Vine and the Branches. 

felt fellowship entirely new 

quality with Jesus. was though 

Jesus himself had opened the office door 
that moment and advanced with 

outstretched hand which rose 
grasp. 

The second reconstruction grew out 

problem self-control. Each time 

pass through crisis self-control 

count ourselves have succeeded 

failed according the desire which 

approve our sanest moments pre- 

vails overridden. learned from 
experience that had thought the 
situation out fully advance and had 

thereby provided myself with extra 

supply supporting images for the 

desire that ought prevail, these 
thoughts would come back mind 

readily time crisis and assist the 
associated desire succeed. 
attempt was made think the matter 

through until the crisis came, the mood 
was then unfavorable the more 

ideal desire and the supporting images 
were out reach temporarily. After 
the failure supporting images could 

had abundance, but then was too 

late. Seeking concrete description 
the process arrived after some con- 

templation the following: like 
man starting long automobile 

trip and either taking failing take 
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with him extra supply gasoline. 
some out-of-the-way place remote 

from the destination the service tank 
suddenly runs dry, with possibility 

refilling any reasonable time unless 

the extra supply has been brought 

poured into the service tank and the 
journey continued according plan; 

not, the original intention fails 

entirely. After devising this descrip- 
tion dawned upon that had 

practically reinvented Jesus’ parable 
the Ten Virgins. The success the 

five wise virgins arose from having 

brought with them extra supply 
oil for their lamps. The five foolish 
virgins, not being foresighted and 

being unable buy oil time enter 

the bridal procession, found themselves 
excluded from the wedding entertain- 

ment which the wise virgins had been 
admitted. 

After these two experiences began 
expect that would find certain 

inner experiences which noticed 

described the parables Jesus, and 
these inner experiences began asso- 

ciate themselves with appropriate par- 
ables directly. The next parable 
discussed was interpreted without the 

intervening figure own, the inner 

experience having been noticed first and 

the parable selected for afterward. 
unreflecting idealistic sense the 

fitness things used demand that 
get six o’clock the morning. 

Often winter mornings did lie 

bed for hour after six o’clock inwardly 

heaping ignominy upon myself and yet 

unable form effective resolution 
get up. Such experiences ended 

rising seven o’clock thereabouts 
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with all the heaped-up load ignominy 
upon mind. After long succession 

these occasions compromised with 

the feeling obligation, albeit with 
twinge conscience. full grasp the 

actual situation required it. began 

over the supply reasons for getting 

up, that say, the array moral 
necessities, images, and considerations 

which were available support the desire 
get up. After this taking stock 

concluded that the earliest moment 

which could sure that attempt 

get would not merely precipitate 
season ignominy was twenty min- 

utes before seven. proceeded get 
that time. The parable the 

Unjust Steward presented itself fit 

this situation. The steward, being 

about discharged for wasting his 

master’s goods, saved himself from the 

painful efforts digging well 
from the ignominy begging calling 

his lord’s debtors and compromising 

with them order that they might 
receive him into their houses upon his 

discharge. Jesus follows this parable 

with the remark that “the children 
this world are their generation wiser 
than the children The chil- 

dren light have not the audacity 
reduce the requirements ideal 
make conform the actual facts the 
case. They tend remain merely 
conscientious defiance reason, 

refusing lay blasphemous hands upon 
the old standards; for you once begin 

the requirements where will 

you stop? the parable the Unjust 
Steward Jesus seems describe step 

his transition from mere traditional 
conscientiousness rational conscien- 

tiousness. 
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One cannot break from old standards 
without twinge what the undiscrim- 

inating call conscience. The feeling 
involuntary and seems sympa- 
thetic response anticipated disap- 

part the inward penalty for non- 
conformity, but the face com- 

pelling facts which cannot escape 

are forced intellectual honesty 
ignore it. cannot avoided the 

moral intellectual pioneer. Darwin 
said that was like confessing murder 

when first admitted doubt the 
immutability species. Jesus was such 

pioneer and was therefore consistent 

when encouraged his disciples say- 
ing, “Blessed are when men shall 

revile you, and persecute you, and say 

all manner evil against you falsely, 
for sake.” The stand Jesus 

Sabbath observance must have cost 

him the pain some kind sympa- 
thetic response the disapproval the 
religious leaders. rightly insisted 
upon basing moral judgments upon 

present facts rationally comprehended, 

and evidently found comfort the 
fact that David had done the same thing 

when ate the shewbread. made 

principle fit, the origin which may 
well hark back the relations Jesus 

Joseph. see cloud rise 

out the west, straightway say, 

There cometh shower, and is. 

And when see the south wind blow, 

say, There will heat; and cometh 

pass. hypocrites, can discern 
the face the sky and the earth; but 

how that you not discern this 

time? Yea, and why even yourselves 

judge not what right?” 
course this involves the inescapable 
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necessity seeing things just they are 
and refusing these stones, 

that they become bread.” 
The parable the temptation 

command the stones become bread 
have interpreted the opposite order 
from the parables already discussed. 
was attacked directly the method 

sympathetic introspection. put my- 
self sympathetically the place the 
hungry man reflective mood, who was 

looking stones resembling bread 

shape and possibly also color. The 
impulse take and eat started up, 

blocked, soon had risen into 

consciousness, the knowledge that 

the real situation did not agree with the 
impulse, that the right conception the 

case was anti-impulsive. noticed then 

another impulse violence the 
knowledge which had blocked the first 
one, impulse the stones 

that they become 
the parable was matched memories 

own past experiences. James 

describes the process his Principles 

Psychology 565), except that 
seems have left out aspect the 
situation that Jesus noticed, namely, 

the interplay feelings value and 
thoughts prospective loss. When the 
right conception case anti- 
impulsive one and the first impulse 
inhibited it, immediately feeling 

loss comes over the mind. Under the 

urge this feeling imminent loss 

valued satisfaction whole intellec- 

tual ingenuity the man goes work 
crowd [the anti-impulsive conception 

the case] out sight, and find 

names for the emergency, the help 
which the dispositions the moment 

may sound sanctified, and sloth and 
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passion reign unchecked.” Using the 
temptation the drunkard illus- 

tration, James concludes saying that 
“the effort which succeeds keep- 
ing the right mame unwaveringly present 

his mind proves his saving moral 

act.” But that does not tell the whole 
story. 

Either the effort keep the right 

name must have support the impulse 
substitute another name must have its 

support removed. The values, duties, 
and ethical satisfactions which are 
threatened the proposed substitu- 
tion must remembered order 
that the immediate loss may appear 

its proper perspective. Once the imme- 
diate loss accepted the crisis past. 
Such acceptance, supported 

proper perspective, indicated 
the reply Jesus the tempta- 
tion, shall not live bread 

put the matter another way, 
what have just been discussing 
conflict between cognition and feeling. 

Feeling may looked upon 

evaluation proposed activity with 
reference the organism, while cogni- 

tion evaluation with respect the 
environment. Where the two conflict 

are often tempted substitute 
fictitious environment for the real one 
order provide moral justification 

that will facilitate the operation 
desire. The less justifiable the desired 
action the more surely the emotions 

develop ideas and beliefs which serve 

the purpose disguising the lack 
justification, which mask from view 

whatever would trouble action were 

recognized. This parable indicates the 
point where Jesus learned recognize 
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and discount the specified type 
error himself. 

day two after making the first 
draft the second paragraph just above 

found myself stopping the reading 

unrelated magazine article order 

elaborate the thought with which that 
paragraph ends, namely, the placing 

system cherished values against 
single value which not harmonious 
with the systematized values and the 

consequent dismissal the single dis- 
cordant value prospective satisfaction. 

first not apply the test har- 

mony the values adopt. this 
stage, are conscious any contra- 

diction all, tend suppress, not 

the discordant value, but the feeling 

discordance itself. The futility 
this procedure appeals the reflective 
person, and concludes that has been 
commanding stones become bread. 

Thereafter begins enforce homo- 

geneity among his values and ideals. 
discordant one exists among them, 

likely noticed and dismissed. 
suspected that would find this idea 
among the parables Jesus, but 
deliberately refrained from thinking 

them and focused attention upon 

was like group men brought to- 

gether somewhat random until group- 
consciousness arose and they began 

enforce conformity. Then man 

was noticed who did not conform, and 
was expelled. When completed 

this figure, and not before, turned 

the parables Jesus see there 
was one like it. Immediately there 
occurred the parable about the 
guest the wedding feast who was 
expelled because had not wedding 
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garment, beginning follows: “And 
when the king came see the guests 

saw there man which had not 
wedding 

Sometimes choices are hard and 
sometimes they are easy. times 

have observed that the selective activity 

was going with minimum effort. 
compared sorting cranberries, 

apples, potatoes after some had 
become defective. Then thought 
the net that was cast into the sea and 

gathered every kind, “which, when 

was full, they drew shore and 

sat down, and gathered the good into 
vessels, but cast the bad away.” But 

the rejection possible satisfaction 
arouses intense feeling loss can- 
not compared anything simple 

the sorting fish cranberries. Then 

becomes important contemplate the 

whole system values which threat- 

ened. then appears profitable 
renounce the lesser good which threatens 

the greater. “If thy right hand offend 

thee, cut off, and cast from thee: 

for profitable for thee that one 

thy members should perish, and not that 
thy whole body should cast into hell.” 

The last word allusion the burn- 

ing filth and other refuse valley 
near Jerusalem. Consent necessary 
loss easier one remembers that 
“‘whosoever will save his life shall lose 

it, and whosoever will lose his life for 

sake shall find it.” William James 
uses like figure when says, “The 

steadying influence may seem, for the 

time being, very minister death.” 
the reader will remember, the com- 

promise with regard the hour rising 

was based upon calculation what 
was possible. idea getting 
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would, uncontradicted, prompt the 

necessary movement; but there are 

additional elements both favorable and 
unfavorable. Now the considerations 
which favor movement will either van- 
quish, vanquished by, those which 

favor inaction. possible after 
some experience know advance 

something about the relative strength 

the two systems ideas consid- 

erations. The balance power shifts 
with the passage time because the 

minutes pass the reasons for getting 

become more imperative. The com- 

promise consisted waiting until there 

was safe balance reason the side 

getting before making the attempt 

and resolving get the earliest 

moment shown possible the 
advance calculation. are not dis- 

appointed look among the parables 
Jesus for appropriate figures express 

the foregoing facts. which you, 

intending build tower, sitteth not 

down first, and counteth the cost whether 

have sufficient finish it?” Just 
following this parable another the 

same effect: “Or what king, going 

make war against another king, sitteth 

not down first and consulteth whether 

able with ten thousand meet 
him that cometh against him with 

twenty thousand?” Implicit these 
parables the feeling that moral effort 

expenditure energy and that 
cannot successful unless there ade- 
quate provision made for it. The ethical 
engineer must have foresight. must 

calculate. must have factor 

safety. 

Reasons pondered beforehand return 
the more readily for that fact, and diffi- 
culties allowed for the initial estimates 



not produce such shock when they 
actually arise. Because the support 
which has been foreseen necessary 

has been provided the shock does not 

unsettle would the absence such 
provision. started figure. The mo- 

ment began have visions digging 
down bedrock and building from there 

secure foundation realized that 
was process reinventing the par- 
able Jesus about the two houses, one 

founded upon the rock and the other 
upon the earth, and what happened 

them when the storm arose and beat 
upon them. 
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explains the origin the 
parables Jesus the supposition that 

they are spiritualized versions youth- 
ful dreams. Reinvention suggests that 

they resulted from the ambition 

Jesus transmit his followers his 

own spirit and mental technique 
that they might achieve that superior 

type conduct which was glorify the 
Father among men. But the glorifica- 
tion the Father was not merely 

end itself; was functional the 

establishment the Kingdom God 
the earth. The establishment the 

Kingdom was problem engineering. 

THE PSYCHOLOGY JUDAS ISCARIOT 

A.M. 

Professor Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan 

The character Judas Iscariot pre- 
sents problem hard solve, yet 

rewarding diligent effort. Considered 
psychological analysis his personality 

presents mental condition very similar 
the common consciousness present- 

day people; and the sympathetic 
student human nature contains 
much that nourishing the spiritual 

life. 

Yet the nature the interpretations 
most commonly given the character 

this apostle has been neither psycho- 
logical nor sympathetic. Some have 
regarded him most inhuman devil. 

According their simple logic, 
Chinese proverb says, worst form 

ingratitude betray one’s teacher, 

while still worse betray one’s 

Others have rejected the whole 

story this man Kerioth myth, 
saying, “Judas Christian fiction 
represent the treacherous Judaism which 
put Jesus death, and one among 
the Twelve was really guilty this 

enormity.” Both these views have 
been adopted desperate expedients 

those who were staggered the 

difficulty comprehending the real 
personality Judas. his being 

historical character, there reason 

for disputing his real existence among the 
Twelve. the same time was 

means destined devil. His 
humanity was perfectly genuine and 
thoroughly identical with ours. his 
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case too, that other historical 

characters, the current views are much 

impregnated with tradition, which 
clothes him various garments its 

own tailoring. order discover his 

real personality the first thing 

done disrobe him these artificial 
coverings. 

the first place have the miscon- 

ception that was the last and least 

the Twelve. hasty misunder- 
standing consider him the least 

worth from the fact that his name 
comes last the list the Twelve. 
This order was given the compilers 

the Synoptic Gospels. means 

was the outcome their investigations 

the real talents the Twelve, neither 

does represent the time-order which 

they became the followers Jesus. 

the time the compilation these 
Gospels the synoptists were led take 
this order the mere fact that Judas 
had betrayed Jesus. the real time- 
order his following Jesus, there 

evidence all the Gospels enable 
say anything definite about it. 

the other hand they tell fact 
which points something quite con- 
trary the popular conception. When 

the Twelve were sent out their tours 

preaching and healing, equally with 
the others Judas was entitled recog- 

nized for his effective working power. 
Next have consider the con- 

ception held the writer the Fourth 
Gospel that Judas was thief (John 
12:6). This has proved predominant 
reason for the common misjudgment 

with regard the bétrayer. All the 
synoptic writers are silent upon this 

point, which seems the dogmatic 
view the writer this Gospel alone. 
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Why did alone hold such view? 

Let see first what occasion this 
prejudice was expressly stated. was 

the time Simon’s feast held 
Bethany, when Mary anointed the feet 

Jesus with valuable ointment 
spikenard. According this writer 
was Judas alone who found fault with 

this act Mary’s wasteful. 
was not this ointment sold for three 

hundred pence and given the poor?” 

The reason given the writer for this 

murmur was thief, and 
having the bag, took away what was 
put therein.” the other hand 

Matthew remarks that the disciples 
showed indignation this deed, and 

Mark says that there were some that 
murmured against her. These three 
different accounts given the three 

different writers are important con- 
sequence upon the estimate Judas’ 

character. short, the Fourth 

Gospel alone that considers the alleged 
avarice Judas the preparatory 

factor his act betrayal. seems 

that the writer this Gospel was man 

the intellectual type who could not 
leave any problem unsolved, and that 
had not much direct knowledge Judas 
himself. Apparently bound 
reached this conception Judas 

thief. was not with the three 
synoptic writers. Insomuch they 
were acquainted with him before his 

tragedy, his catastrophe the betrayer 
was mystery them all. Conse- 

quently they seem have assumed the 
more manly attitude perfect silence 

toward it. Refraining from further 

digression, what have note this 

anecdote Mary anointing Jesus’ feet 

the habitual disposition Judas 
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business man. With his usual aptitude 

mind once formed estimate 
the value this ointment. Viewed 

from such standard this anecdote 
presents bright side Judas’ 
personality. 

The third prejudice against him 
embodied interpretation put upon 

Jesus’ words, unto the world be- 
cause occasions stumbling! For 
must needs that the occasions 

(Matt. 18:7). Now the greatest motive 

with the disciples for their following 
Jesus was their expectation the mes- 

sianic kingdom, and their eyes this 

kingdom was undoubtedly political 
nature and mundane character. 

That say, their highest hope lay 

the dominant reign the Messiah over 

the nations and the subduing 

Rome, their last and greatest tyrant. 

They were, fact, politico-religious 

enthusiasts. Consequently was quite 

natural that there should arise among 

them strife for precedence the mes- 
sianic kingdom. Moreover was plain 

enough that men such temperament 

would stumble their way and that the 

occasion would come from some human 

being and not from the merely abstract 
force circumstances. Most probably 
the man who would give the occasion 

would one Jesus’ own disciples. 
the weakness the disciples them- 

selves stumble stumbling-block, 

but “woe that man through whom 

the occasion cometh.” Jesus said so, 

but there nothing his words 

from which can infer that knew 

for certain who that man was, and 

this remark were directed 
Judas. 

There one more prejudice about the 
personality Judas which must get 

rid and that the so-called curse 
the barren fig tree. his way 

Jerusalem early the Monday Pas- 
sion Week, Jesus saw the roadside 

fig tree with leaves it. ap- 
proached it, thinking might haply 
find some fruit thereon. Seeing nothing 

but leaves said, “Let man eat 

fruit from thee henceforward for ever.” 
Now there have been not few com- 
mentators who understood this remark 

have been aimed the hypocrisy 

Judas disciple apparently fruitful, 
but cursedly barren his real nature. 
This absurd exposition, was 

not the season figs,” Mark says 
Judea they ripen May 

and June, while the last trip Jesus 
Jerusalem occurred some time the 
month March April. The fact 
that did not expect find ripe fruit 

evident from Mark’s account the 
same section. Sometimes one may find 

“figs the last season which have 

remained over the tree.” must 

remember that Jesus must have been 
well aware this fact when came 
near the tree. Moreover, was 
Jewish custom the day, the people 
took early breakfast, they took 
anything all was something very 

light. Judging from this general rule 

“it presumable that Jesus, his 
morning walk two miles from Bethany 

Jerusalem, had not broken his 

fast.” Being thus hungry and finding 
only leaves the tree, naively 

expressed his feelings some such 
way this, deceptive tree, which 

has cheated with its 
His disciples might have noticed 
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innocent smile playing around his lips and 
eyes. was this account that when 

Peter and the other disciples saw the 

tree the next morning they marveled 

that had withered away from the 
roots. There something valuable here 

for our study the spontaneous flashes 
human nature Jesus; but one 
entitled look upon the remark 

recorded this passage indirect 

attack the supposed hypocrisy the 

man Kerioth. 
short, Judas was not the last and 

least the Twelve. Judging from the 

standpoint his ability was rather 
man considerable business talent. 

Still more absurd the view which 

regards him avaricious character. 

The facts mentioned the two pas- 
sages quoted above have reference 

him all, though popular tradition 

has regarded them the strongest 

evidences against him. 

Now are ready take step for- 
ward the discussion his betrayal 

Jesus Christ. 

was the table the Last Supper 

that Jesus made for the first time 

open announcement the betrayal. 

This occurred three days after the curse 

the barren fig tree. one the 
facts recorded all four Gospels, 

one can doubt the reality the fact 

itself. the disciples this open an- 

nouncement was sort abrupt revela- 

tion, something like bolt from the blue. 
How the disciples were affected 
vividly described the Gospel accounts. 

Matthew says they were exceeding 
sorrowful (26:22). According John 
they looked one another (13:22), 

while Mark writes, began say 
unto him one one, ‘Is (14:19). 
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the other hand the attitude taken 
Jesus remarkable too. John says 

that testified the fact (13:21). 

have remember that the original word 

used here which the 

same root with the English word 

tyr.” The greater their unprepared- 
ness for it, the more urgent was the need 

assuming apologetic attitude 
the part Jesus. The use this 
significant word here shows how 

utterly ignorant they were Judas’ 

tragic resolution, and how greatly obliged 
Jesus was testify it. 

The next question for discuss is, 

When did conspire with the priests 
There are two possible views. The 

first two the synoptic writers seem 

have understood occurring imme- 
diately after the anointing Jesus 

Mary, while the account given the 

Third Gospel makes think that 
occurred the Tuesday evening 

Passion Week. The space time inter- 
vening only four five days, and 
consequently the difference these two 
views almost immaterial now. 

There is, however, another question 

more vital consequence our study 

Judas Iscariot. That the question, 
What motive had for his resolution 
Supposing that conspired with the 
priests after the Bethany feast, his 
motive was not all the mental reaction 

coming out dissatisfied avarice, 

popularly supposed. The disciples 

were not the slightest degree offended 

the master’s remark that this oint- 
ment need not made use for works 

charity. There was something else 
what Jesus said that moment which 

thoroughly disturbed their minds, 
namely, Jesus’ announcement his 
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approaching death. said, “Ye have 

the poor always with you, but 
have not always. She hath anointed 

body aforehand for the burying.” 

The substance his words recorded 
Matthew, Mark, and John one and 

the same. 
Now this the fourth occasion 

Jesus’ foretelling his own crucifixion. 
find the first open announcement 

his death made just before the Trans- 
figuration. When took him and 

began rebuke him” about it, this 
leader the active energetic section 

the disciples was really acting the 
spokesman them all, and his attitude 
must have been heartily supported 

Judas Iscariot, the foremost business 

man the whole party. Consequently 
the severe censure was not 

meant aimed Simon alone, and 

Judas was one those who felt them- 
selves responsible for it. 
viewpoint the disciples the two essen- 
tial qualifications required the Messiah 
were, first, his abidingness, or, other 

words, his physical immortality, and 
secondly, his kingly reign his sover- 

eignty over the nations the Jewish 

king. Judging this standard was 
matter utter incomprehensibility 

for them that their master whom they 

followed and looked the Mes- 
siah was coming near his death and, 

what still worse, was doomed 

crucified. The spiritual crisis the 
disciples began with Jesus’ first fore- 
telling his death. The second an- 

nouncement was made soon after the 
Transfiguration, when “they were ex- 

ceeding sorry” (Matt. 17:23), but “were 

afraid ask him” why was 
killed that way (Mark 9:32). The 

third occasion came his final journey 
Jerusalem, when they “understood 

none the things that were 
said” (Luke 18:34). 

Mark “they were his atti- 

tude, “and they that followed were 
afraid” him (10:32). Then the 

Bethany feast they had the fourth 

announcement his death. They could 
none the better understand what 
meant its reality. Nevertheless the 
hard fact itself was fast pressing upon 
them. 

What did this announcement mean 
them that time? For several 

centuries the people Israel had been 
deprived their power independ- 
ent nation. After their return from the 
Babylonian exile their country had 
been trampled under the foot the 
Grecian armies and then the Roman 

soldiers. During these calamities they 

were supported only their hope 

abiding Messiah and consequent 

national sovereignty. Under the pres- 
sure these calamities, internal and 

external, their national consciousness 

was made stronger and stronger. Ex- 

tract this messianic hope from the 
Hebrew soul, and but the shell 

cast off cicadidae. Now the eyes 
these people the crucifixion Jesus 

undermined the fundamental qualifica- 
tion the Messiah himself. The dis- 
ciples were then conscious revolution 

their own minds. shook the very 

ground upon which they were standing. 

one these men, Judas Iscariot 
suffered much from this unsettled state 

mind. 
Moreover, according the current 

theology the day, crucifixion was 
anathema. How could one doomed 
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that form death the Messiah 
piece argument this may sound 

simple. Yet plain and simple logic 

this kind that actual social affairs 
exercises moving power over the 
tude the people. For the idea the 

suffering Messiah was new conception 
peculiar Jesus himself. That is, 
was something entirely different from the 

current views the time. find 

the idea the fulfilment the Old 
Testament prophecies concerning the 
suffering Messiah scattered here and 

there the four Gospels and the Acts 

the Apostles. But the same con- 
ception found nowhere the 

apocalyptic literature the day which 

preserves for the religious thought 

well the theological ideas the age. 
The very fact that find much this 

conception the first five books the 
New Testament rather proof the 

fact that was new idea which could 
comprehended and believed only 
comparatively few that day. 
means can prove from this that 

was old conception already commonly 
adopted among the people. 
wonder indeed then that the disciples 
could not first believe that the Mes- 
siah was suffer and crucified, and 

that they were then greatly embar- 
rassed because their old habitual 

viewpoint. 
Judas’ conspiracy with the chief 

priests was concluded the Tuesday 
evening Passion Week, find still 

more data for our inference concerning 

the real motive his betrayal. 

plain enough that the attitude taken 
Jesus since the early morning 

his last Tuesday gave his disciples 

deeper feeling anxiety concerning 
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his position the people’s king. had 
already been made undeniably clear, 

Jesus looked upon the priests and rulers 
his mortal enemies; and was 

natural consequence that they sought 

opportunity kill him. Early that 

morning they lay wait, and soon 

after entered the temple was met 

deputation from the Sanhedrim, 

who put him the first offensive 

question, what authority doest thou 
these things?” This public challenge 

his right teach the people and work 

miracles the temple was once met 
him with counterdemand, Whence 

was the baptism John? from heaven 

from men?” Placing them the 

horns the dilemma, put them 

silence rebuff, tell you 

what authority these things.” 

token the aggressive step now 

taken Jesus gave his adversaries 

three parables warning: the Two 

Sons, the Wicked Husbandmen, and the 

Marriage the King’s Son. Through- 

out these three find bitter tone 
vindictiveness—a series curses which 
even weeping and gnashing teeth could 
not mitigate. 

Being thus aroused fresh efforts 

against him, the Jewish rulers ap- 

proached him with three insidious ques- 

tions. The first question, put the 

Pharisees and Herodians, was political 
one: whether was legally right for 

them give tribute Caesar not. 

The second one, put the Sadducees, 

was speculative nature: the 

resurrection whom shall belong the 

the seven brothers who had her 

one after another this world? This 

was followed the third, put scribe 
the Pharisees. was ethical 
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problem: Which the great command- 
ment the law?” The always alert 
and ever piercing intellect Jesus 
showed itself toward the first question 

his instantaneous analysis things 

that are Caesar’s and those that are 
God’s. Then like flashlight his acute 
mind exposed the error their con- 

ception the marriage relationship 
existing the resurrection. “As 

answer the third problem the firm grasp 
his vigorous presented the first 

and second greatest commandments 

love God and one’s neighbors. 

When they were thus pro- 
pounded them unanswerable ques- 
tion drawn from the Psalms. This was 

his pursuit the fleeing enemy. 
Putting them complete silence 
gave them the finishing stroke the 
great denunciatory discourse against the 

scribes and Pharisees which find 
the twenty-third chapter Matthew’s 

Gospel. 

reading through the Gospel ac- 

counts the five stages his battle 

with his adversaries one can fail 
perceive them burning indignation 
excited against their hypocrisy and 
sharp penetration exposing their cunning 

insinuation. There them, however, 

not word grace, not vein geni- 

ality, that would attract the people 
the speaker. They are mainly nega- 

tive their nature. could hardly 

bear read them through were not 
for the two episodes felicitously in- 

serted the account this eventful 

day. first the encouragement 

faith God which gave his dis- 

ciples when they saw early the morn- 
ing the fig tree withered away the 

wayside. The other the appreciative 

remark made widow casting two 

mites into the treasury, “This poor 
widow cast more than all’’ the others. 

After day great turmoil was 

quick enough notice, and fresh 
enough interested in, this unpre- 

tentious deed devotion nameless 
widow. However short their dura- 
tion, these two incidents give breath- 

ing-time, much our relief. Suppose 

our father friend able vanquish 

pettifoggers lawsuit, our personal 
attachment him made stronger 

that alone? quite wonderful for 
conceive how great was Jesus’ 

power self-control and how deep was 
his capacity, when remember what 

constant magnanimity and equability 
maintained spite such acute 

working his mind. Nevertheless 
conception his intellectual 
strength rather poor inducement for 

our warm personal attachment him. 

Just put yourselves the place his 

disciples, who followed him the whole 
day through every vicissitude his 
warfare with the Jewish rulers, and 
imagine what impressions they were 
forced receive. 

The two strongest motives with them 

following Jesus were undoubtedly 

the first place their faith him the 

Son God, and the next place their 
trust the messianic character his 
personality. Judging from their own 

viewpoint the latter showed itself his 
noble attitude welcoming all sorts and 

conditions people and his generous 

personality which endeared itself all. 

Or, other words, had their 

eyes king’s capacity well 

general’s talent the chosen leader 

the people. Such were the reasons 
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why they dared follow him spite 

all the personal losses looming their 

anticipation. But how were they 
affected the attitude assumed 
Jesus this day? They had appre- 

hensions that was thus losing the 

popular interest; these fears were too 
strong for them perceive the incom- 

parable strength his intellect and the 
remarkable moral power his person- 
ality. their eyes his fastidiousness 

was driving all the forces the Jewish 
leaders into hostile army and the 
same time disappointing the people 

Jerusalem This appeared 

them detrimental the great cause 

the Jewish nation large. That 
was losing his foothold the Mes- 

siah was imaginary fear their 
part; was already being confirmed 
the Jews about this time, described 

the closing passage the twelfth 

chapter John’s Gospel. Moreover his 

loss messianic foothold meant 
them their own loss the Messiah him- 
self. They themselves were thus under- 

going severe mental ordeal. 
the very midst these trying 

experiences certain Greeks presented 

themselves with request for inter- 

view with Jesus. Looked upon 
objective event was merely matter 

common occurrence leader Jerusa- 

lem the time feast. But now 

ushered memorable scene. When 
this incident all sudden set motion 
another train thought his mind 

foretell his exaltation reached only 

through self-denial and death, question 
arose their minds the non-abiding 

Jesus was their Messiah not. Now 

this question was really the greatest 

problem with all the disciples. Obliged 
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thus confront the approaching death 

their Master, they grieved it, but 

not mere sympathy with the sad 
fate Jesus. Their agony was some- 
thing more than that. They all felt 
sudden sense the heartfelt want 
conceived those losing their lovers 
and children bereaved 

parents. Late that afternoon, just after 
had left the Temple, spoke them 
the coming destruction Jerusalem 

and the end the world. Then they 

felt the utter collapse their own 
national consciousness grounded upon 
the so-called prophetic passages the 
Psalms and the books Isaiah 
and Daniel. They could not help 
regarding the popular rejection Jesus 
(John 12:37) something not ail 

unreasonable. 
short, spiritual crisis was step 

step threatening the minds the dis- 

ciples, who had been struggling with 
their own perceptions death approach- 
ing Jesus spite their belief his 

abidingness. The thought his mes- 

sianic foothold already overthrown 
aggravated their sufferings. Not know- 
ing where betake themselves they 

drifted between the two views, 

the old and the new. According their 
old view the Messiah was the 
national king, but entirely new view 

the suffering Messiah destined 

crucified was now forcing itself upon 
them. The old view clung them too 
fondly forsaken, and the other 
hand their mental reconstruction was 
still too superficial adopt and cherish 
‘the new. any country and any 

age period groping the dark like 

this process necessary under- 
gone the human mind the time 
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spiritual conflict between the new and 
the old. This amply illustrated 

the world’s history human thought. 
wonderful find that the 

spiritual influence Jesus Christ was 
thoroughgoing make pillars 
the Apostolic church out his dis- 

ciples who were thus lost mental 

whirlpool just before his death. Yet 
the same time cannot help being 
deeply sympathetic with them their 
difficulties. great good fortune 
the evolution one’s faith goes peace- 
fully through its gradual stages 

just like corn seed growing up, while 

man should sleep and rise night and 
Yet such favor not granted 

all us. some, and indeed not 

few, often happens that they find 
their own bosoms spiritual falls 

Niagara, where the two turbulent cur- 
rents thought, old and new, rush 

down together, their eyes dimmed 

the spray the currents, their ears 
deafened the roar, and their barks 
threatened with destruction the 
sunken rocks. then wonder 
all that Simon Peter’s faith was sifted 

wheat. When remember what 
travail our champions the 

Sakoku Joi (exclusively nationalistic) 
policy had through, can easily 
realize the deep-rooted sufferings 
Judas Iscariot Jewish anti-foreigner, 

champion the Hebrew isolation 
party. 

Several years after this Saul Tarsus 
found himself torn two powerful 

currents, old and new, that is, the law 
and Christ’s gospel, men’s righteousness 
and God’s grace. When Hebrew 

Hebrews could not adjust himself 

the mental reconstruction called for 

the age cried, wretched man 

thatIam!” was then rhetorical 

sense all that called Christ cruci- 
fied stumbling-block unto the Jews.” 

quite natural then that Judas 
Iscariot, who was the only Jew among 
the Twelve, was forced into tragedy, 

when face face with great conflict 

existing between the old messianic hope 
and the new view Christ the Savior. 
Saul had before him Christians scattered 
between Jerusalem and Damascus, whom 

out his miseries. Had Jesus Naza- 

reth been near hand Saul would have 
been all the more eager get this blas- 
phemer into the hands the authorities. 
Judas Kerioth was but forerunner 

Saul Tarsus the matter his 
miseries, the incomplete reconstruc- 
tion his mental life, and especially 

the means chose for his own 
deliverance. 

the investigation Judas’ motives 
there another point not missed. 
That is, was man business talent 

and his mind was always quick and 
active toward the practical management 

affairs. treasurer for the part 
Jesus and his disciples was the 

right man the right place. That 
placed value Mary’s ointment 

Simon’s feast was only manifestation 
his business talent. This man 

practical acumen was now obliged 
confess notorious blunder his 
own judgment Jesus Christ when 
saw him condemned crucifixion 

that Friday morning. Though betrayed 

non-messianic impostor Jesus had 
proved undeniably his attitude after 
his arrest that this accusation was 
altogether false. not know for 
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certain whether Judas recognized him 
last the Messiah not. That 

recognized his blunder confirmed 
his own confession recorded Matt. 
27:4 that Jesus was righteous. 

sooner had perceived this than was 

ready hold himself fatally responsible 
for his deed. 

the same time his mind turned 

the question how dispose thirty 

pieces silver had received. Here 

have observe, above all, his char- 

acteristic man inflexible austerity, 
whose mind worked quickly and system- 

atically upon the basis side any 
question. The subjective side his 

aim the betrayal was more for deliver- 
ance from his own mental miseries than 
for the bribe from the priests. acci- 

dental evidence this the amount 

the silver offered. the four 

Gospels, Mark and Luke not mention 
the number silver pieces all. 
Matthew alone that does so. 

Moreover this writer had basis 

the Old Testament when stated 
the amount the bribe promised 
the priests and that mentioned his 

proposed repayment the chief priests 
and elders. passage quoted 

Matt. 27:9 and Contrary the 
account given this Gospel this pas- 
sage not from the Book Jeremiah 
but from Zech. judg- 
ing from the original significance 

Zechariah, thirty pieces silver 
trifling wage. note further fact 

the Gospels show that the sum was 

small. Namely, one-tenth the 
three hundred denarii quoted 

current price Mary’s ointment used 
Simon’s feast. Converted into the 

present currency only about $4.50. 
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said have been, why did not 

demand many, many times that amount 
This question which naturally 
occurs, and one whose solution far 

beyond us. Considered thus rather 
doubtful Judas really did receive the 
thirty denarii. course the priests 
would not have confidence his com- 
pact with them unless certain sum 

the bribe agreed upon had been 
accepted him. his part, however, 

the amount compensation was mat- 

ter minor importance, the ultimate 
aim his action being entirely different. 

case they offered anything, did 

not hesitate keep temporarily for 
their sake. 

Supposing did receive the thirty 
pieces, Matthew states, what 

have investigate how finally dis- 
posed them. His business-like man- 
agement the affair has something 

really admirable, judged the standard 

Japanese Bushido. His suicide was 
his method honorably discharging 

his own responsibilities for the betrayal. 
But before took this step under- 
took return the sum the chief priests 
and elders. Pitiable were those who 
could not understand his noble intention, 

but refused receive the money out 
mean suspicion that was thus attempt- 

ing evade his own responsibility. 
The only step now left him was 

commit God’s care. Into the 

sanctuary the temple one except 
the priests was admitted, and threw 

from the porch. conscientious 
that could not rest before 

saw even such small matter well 
settled; and here the second key 
the solution our problem. 
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When Peter, the leader one sec- 
tion the disciples, that is, the 

active, energetic group, was being made 

fun poor maid-servant the 
high priest’s court, John and others 

another section, that is, those medita- 

tive disposition, were struggling hard 
the dark with their own agonies, un- 

known the outsiders. Just was 
the disturbance his old viewpoint 
and the want mental readjustment, 
and not his fear maid-servant, that 

made Peter coward, also was the 

incompleteness their mental recon- 
struction and the vacillation their 
standards thought, and not their 
apprehensions the priests, that made 
John and his associates suffer. These 
disciples had themselves enemy 
worse than the rulers and servants. 

Driven the force his inflexible 

logic business man Judas Iscariot, 

the third group the disciples, had 

arrived little while before his sad 
conclusion that the non-abiding Jesus 

who could not escape the anathema 
crucifixion was Messiah all, and 

that who was really Messiah should 

not permitted delude the people 
and slight God with his pretension. 

Perspicuous, yet shallow, this the 
business man’s logic. Moreover was 

business man that carried out 

its fullest extent the conclusion his 
logic. was the confusing conflict 

the two ways thought, old and new, 
and not any means the thirty pieces 

silver that caused Judas take the 

step did. Or, speaking more exactly, 

was the agony caused the collapse 

his accustomed viewpoint and aggra- 

vated his quick executive power 
business man that drove Judas play 

such réle this eternally irretrievable 
tragedy. such spiritual crisis there 
are not many who can keep their heads 
clear, and most have right 
all cast the first stone this betrayer. 

This was the secret missed the 
writer the Fourth Gospel. But 
Luke’s comment, though very brief, 
significant; says, entered into 

Judas” (22:3). Without the fatalistic 

touch peculiar the former and with- 

out the slightest tone cool Pharisaic 
condemnation, this tribute sym- 
pathetic grief offered fellow- 
passenger who narrowly escaped the 

sad fate being drowned with his 

friend dangerous ocean whirlpool. 
Happy for that have, besides 
Luke, one more friend Judas who 
this world understood his mind thor- 

Christ, his Master. 
the account given Jesus’ first 

announcement Judas’ betrayal made 
the table the Last Supper, 

passage common the three Synoptics 

says, the Son Man indeed goes, 

written him: but woe unto 
the man through whom betrayed! 
good were for that man had 

not been born.” The first half this 
passage conveys the idea predes- 
tined necessity. That is, regarded 
this crucifixion (Matt. 18:7), 

matter necessity, logical con- 
clusion his own mission, sure come 

with without Judas Iscariot. The 

second half the passage means that 
the part Judas were much better 

for him human individual not 
have been born into this world. Here 

pointed out ill-fated man. 

Speaking general idle complain 

one’s having been born. Yet this 
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Jesus said out the deep sympathy 
had with Judas’ spiritual life. 

Had the man Kerioth been 
reality man avarice, Jesus Christ 

would not have failed observe it. 
would surely have uttered severe 

denunciation against him did 
against the Pharisees and Sadducees. 

for the simple reason that this man had 
followed him for three long years 

nothing but irrelevant blasphemy, 
for this makes our Master goody-goody. 

Though some his fellow-disciples sadly 

misunderstood Judas avaricious 

hypocrite, the keen insight Jesus 

Christ saw into his real personality 

man sorrows and sufferings, child 

premature labor rather spiritual 
abortion carried out the dark and 
away into the dark. The sympathetic 

tenderness Jesus Christ toward this 
man was precisely that the shepherd 

going after one sheep lost out the 

hundred. such divine love for 

humanity actively working him 

are captivated forever, and that much 

more thoroughly than his piercing 

intellect exercised against his adver- 

saries. 
materials helping see some- 

thing more the mind Jesus Christ 
toward this man have two more 

remarks from the Fourth Gospel. Al- 

though, unlike the synoptic writers, the 

author the Fourth Gospel has very 
superficial knowledge the mental life 

Judas, yet there something pecul- 
incisive his delineation Jesus’ 

attitude toward Judas. says 
13:21 that Jesus “was troubled the 

spirit.” The translation recently made 

L’Abbé Raguet, Belgian priest 
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Nagasaki, more adequate than the 

version the text now commonly used 
the Japanese Christians. Still the 

former and the English version quoted 

above are far from conveying the full 

significance the original Greek verb 
which means agitate 

thing the movement its parts 

fro, just like water vessel dis- 

turbed the hand. While toward his 
his own destiny Jesus was calm and 
serene noble Fuji towering high above 

clouds and storms, suffered sym- 
pathy with his unspeakably agonized 
disciple stirred from the very bottom 

his own heart. 
The second remark peculiar the 

Fourth Gospel find 13:27. After 

giving Judas dipped sop table 
Jesus said: “That thou doest, 

quickly.” Unlike the usual style this 

Gospel, this simple and concise and 
the same time profound implica- 

tion. Supposing Judas’ conspiracy with 
the priests had been concluded the 
Tuesday evening, what had been 

doing these two whole days? Had 

been avaricious rogue, satisfied with 
the thirty pieces silver his hands, 

would have been less miserable. 
Had been able busy himself 
the dark unseen connecting link 

between the rulers and Jesus until the 
practical accomplishment his betrayal, 

Jesus Christ would have had need 
all for his own mental agitation. The 

case was entirely different. Judas was 

wandering and groping still 
greater darkness. Was Jesus really 

delivered not? Was the 
worst the false prophets? Had they 
all, together with the people, been 

imposed upon him? Undoubtedly 
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mean was the intrigue the priests 
and elders; and yet was not the prime 
motive their actions that patriotism 

Israel? When the legal power 
capital punishment was the hands 
the foreign government was not the 
adoption illegal measures something 
inevitable, order away with one 
who was jeopardizing the common inter- 

est the mother-country? The great 

cause the nation demanded that 
delivered, though Judas’ personal 

attachment disciple spoke against it. 
the other hand, outside circum- 

stances were pressing and urging 

him something. But what was 

that something done? Here was 

another Hamlet-like situation. Jesus 
could not bear behold Judas such 
agonies. the least could for 
him, sought shorten the duration 

his misery could not help him any 

other way. Hence said, thou 

doest, quickly.” Mark that the 

adverb comparative degree. 
know the inconsistency filial 

piety which cannot help praying for the 

quick departure the aged parent 

suffering his deathbed, for whom 

nothing more can done the family. 

Jesus was too noble not inconsistent 
his love toward Judas. The modern 

application electricity capital pun- 

ishment instance the cause 

humanity embracing science, but the 
real source this conquest humanity 
over science the boundless and un- 
fathomable love Jesus Christ shown 

this tragic occasion. Calmly regard- 

less his own betrayal this disciple 
whom had trusted one respect more 

than others during the last three years, 

deeply sympathetic with his ill fortune, 

and heartily affected his own insight 
into the painful prolongation hope- 

What What love 
others! 

Perhaps have confess that 

nothing but our own ignorance that has 
caused our shallow misunderstanding 

such divine love. who had 
not aimed indirect fire Judas through 
the barren fig tree means did 
the table the Last Supper, when 
said that dipped his hand with him 

the dish should betray him. was 
common custom among the Jews 

that time take morsel bread 
and soak broth before they ate it. 
The popular interpretation the text 
seems imply that, availing himself 
the rare chance when out the thirteen 

present there were only two the 

table, namely himself and Judas, who 

were doing that thing, Jesus gave expres- 
sion sentiment his own heart. 

What queer exposition! According 

this the remark Jesus becomes sort 
clever hint. But noted that 

have the synoptic accounts strong 

evidence for the disciples’ not taking his 
remark such literal sense. That 
is, they looked each upon the other and 
said one one, “Is They had 

need ask such question they 

had understood his remark pointing 

single specific individual. 
Moreover the wording his remark 

different each the Synoptic 
Gospels. Matthew has the verb “dip” 

the past tense (26:23), Mark has 
the verb “eat” the present (14:18), 

while Luke gives different description 
and says, “The hand him that 

betrayeth with the table” 
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(22:21). These are sufficient show 

that the details the remark are 
minor importance. so, all the 
more evident that the remark made 

Jesus was not the nature clever 

hint. Further have remember 
that there background for it. 
verse from the Psalms (41:9) which was 

the lips the Jewish people the 

day runs follows, mine own 

familiar friend, whom trusted, 

which did eat bread, hath lifted 
his heel against me!” may 

venture say that when Jesus saw 

Judas sitting the table with him this 

old verse occurred him, and that 

while the disciples listened his remark 

they felt their bosom resonance 

it, though general sense. This 

observation shows the puerility 
the popular interpretation. Inversely 

stated, means that was the tragic 

character Judas himself that evoked 
such tender regard Jesus’ heart. 

Confronting these facts, who the 
world can regard Judas Iscariot 

eternally condemned from the first, 
had had predestined fate? The 

him John 17:12 Hebraism. 
the same category belong “sons 
thunder,” peace,” “son 

(Acts 4:36), “son man,” 
and “son God.” Just the two 
sons Zebedee, James and John, were 

not fated have come out thunder 

and into thunder, despite the 
surname given Jesus, the char- 

acterization Judas the son per- 

dition does not the least imply his 

having been born out sin and pass- 
ing into eternal misery. this phrase 
was ascribed theological prejudices 

later date fatalistic sense which has 
nothing with the original intention 

Jesus, who applied this Hebraism 

Judas for the first time. 

Who can tell which train out the 
several running every day between 
Shimonoseki and Tokyo destined its 
departure derailed? Whenever 
meets with some big obstacle the 

track with some serious disorder 

the engine any train will derailed, even 

near its terminus. Judas was 
‘after all such train. could pro- 

ceed far because his high moral 

speed, but soon came into col- 
lision with new fact life, hard fact 

history, was forced derailed. 

Such often the case with human lives. 
The misery his end was simply pro- 

portionate his comparatively great 

momentum. 

Moreover, wonder that his 

tragedy was rapid its progress. 
Macbeth have ample illustration 

the speedy progress tragic develop- 

ment after the human mind has passed 

through its first crisis. Macbeth, 

Judas, this all due the ener- 
getic character the individual nature. 

order form sensible under- 
standing Judas’ character there 
one more fact which must see its 

right perspective. That the attitude 
Judas the garden Gethsemane 

the very time Jesus’ arrest. When 
addressed Jesus with the salutation, 

“Hail, Rabbi,” and gave him kiss, 

behaved according the current Jewish 
custom. The word has 

special meaning; simply common 

title with which the Jews were wont 
address any their teachers. 

something like the French monsieur. 
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Then the usage the simple salutation 
“Hail” just like that the English 

greeting, you do?” which 

given quite indiscriminately. for 

kissing, this was one the commonest 

customs social life the ancient days. 
meant just much as, and more 

than, modern handshaking among for- 

eigners and bowing among Japanese. 

are not blamed for hypocrisy 

when salute others with “How 
you do?” other forms courtesy, 

even may not good terms 

with some them, then Judas was 
hypocrite responsible for the twofold 
courtesy showed Jesus that morn- 

ing. there any who would dis- 

approve his act one cunning 

policy, has but translate himself 

twenty centuries ago into the farthest 

west the Asiatic continent order 
study the popular conventions the 

Jewish people. 
When, thus regaining freedom from 

the various misunderstandings caused 
tradition, judge Jesus’ profound 

love and understanding Judas from 
the three viewpoints presented his 
own words, “If had not been born” 

and “do more quickly,” and the fact 
his troubled the spirit,” 

come naturally the following three 

thoughts: First, that the great, self- 
sacrificing love Jesus unprecedented 

history and nonpareil the world. 
Secondly, that the humanity Judas, 

well our own, one phase which 
was represented him, has immense 

value the object such divine 
love. Thirdly, that the fact Christ’s 
love toward humanity being poured 
forth profusely points the serious 
nature sin necessitating such 

lavishness. Now what the essence 
this serious sin? not the com- 

mission little evil things, nor the 
omission, conscious unconscious, 

little good deeds, but rather our waste 
this great love from heaven well 

our missing the great opportunities 
earth. While Peter could narrowly 

grasp his opportunity the point 

its being missed, Judas really wasted 

this love from heaven during his life- 

time. The consciousness sin which 
overwhelms one such critical mo- 
ment was indeed now felt Judas 
Iscariot. watched Jesus from the 
time his arrest Gethsemane until 

his condemnation death Pilate, 

this consciousness sin took possession 
him. His own confession was, 

have sinned that betrayed righteous 

blood” (Matt. 27:4). man 

practical yet taciturn nature and 

Jew whose sensibility sin was greater 

than that other nations his last 
words bespeak much his own heart. 

than not, that the moment this cry his 

reached our Heavenly Father too was 

taken into the salvation atonement. 

for the details his suicide 
there are two diverse accounts 
Matthew’s Gospel and the Acts the 
Apostles. The former clings too closely 

the so-called Old Testament prophe- 
cies, while the latter has too strong 

coloring apocalyptic imagination. 

put these two together vain. 
matter mere curiosity can dis- 
pense with the discussion the details 

the two accounts far the prac- 

tical side the question concerned. 

When under the binding force busi- 

ness man’s logic and driven the misery 
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his mental conflicts did not hesi- 

all that committed suicide because 

his own character business man 
well his new consciousness sin. 

For what was the nature the sin 

now confessed? speak- 
ing was his delivery Jesus’ person. 
But subjectively speaking 

“aimlessness” or, other words, the 

condition missing one’s own life-aim 
having the same disturbed 

miss it. Even after the breakdown 

old aim toward which our mental 

energy concentrated itself our mental 

activities still on, nay rather become 
still more pronounced. Consequently 
there occurs, instead the centripetal 

concentration our mental powers 
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the centrifugal radiation the same, 
resulting want adjustment our 
thoughts and feelings, want unity 

our words and actions, and too great 

waste our sentimental life, with too 

scanty harvest our pragmatic 

powers. Surely this characteristic 
the modern consciousness, which, 

viewed under the searching light the 

divine love Jesus Christ, shows itself 
its reality sin. Thus find 

from study Judas sinner above 

all others, but very human character, 

tempted all are the point his 
greatest strength, and falling any 
man may fall who trusts his own 
instincts rather than the spiritual 

guidance the superman revealed the 
life Jesus Christ. 
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British Reconstruction Programs 

Mr. Ordway Tead, Columbia, dis- 

cusses the industrial programs recon- 

struction England the Political Science 
Quarterly for March. Industrial reorganiza- 
tion question immediate practical 

urgency the United Kingdom. Since the 

choices which England makes will the 
direction which other countries with 
similar commercial organization must take 

important understand the British 
problem; for not England’s problem 

but the problem all countries where the 

capitalistic system production has reached 
maturity. 

The causes the reconstruction move- 

ment are mainly six: (1) the unrest the 

industrial population, (2) the realization 
the employers the enormous power 
the trade-unions now united the 

Entente, (3) the serious problem demobi- 

lization that must faced, (4) the influence 

the guild socialists the study drastic 

reforms, (5) the realization that future 

economic development will demand high 
productivity and hence the necessity 
harmony and co-operation industry, and 
(6) the desire for England’s industrial 

supremacy achieved economic 

success production. 
Reconstruction schemes spring from 

every side and reflect the policy nearly 
every substantial group interested the 
betterment the economic life. The 
essence the reconstruction agitation 

more searching analysis than has pre- 
viously taken place the structure 
industrial government the light our 

modern conceptions democracy. The 
programs reorganization imply five 

outstanding things: (1) People have grasped 
the principle that organization should 

the basis interest and function, that 

performed and where its performance 
difference interest exists among the 

parties the enterprise there should 
structure control the basis function 

and form control basis repre- 

sentation all the parties interest.” 
(2) They show full acceptance the idea 

national economic unity and the necessity 

that unity secure maximum produc- 

tivity. (3) There also some evidence that 
reconstruction may devoted selfishly 
imperialistic ends. (4) However, the great 

majority repudiate the motives empire, 

expansion, and exploitation. them 

reconstruction means the creation 
economic structure which will lack the 
profit motive and the profit taker, and 

finally they realize that the result recon- 
struction will depend large extent upon 
the wishes the workers. The working 
classes have the power decision their 

hands. “Final decision whether 
England use her first energies realize 

imperial ambitions assure equal oppor- 

tunity and adequate living the citizen- 

ship the British Commonwealth rests 
upon those upon whose labor depends the 
material for any development.” 

Luther and the Unfinished 

Reformation 

The Union Theological Seminary Bulletin 

for January contains address Professor 

McGiffert under the foregoing title. 

summarizes the work Luther con- 
sisting four achievements: (1) broke 
the control the Roman Catholic church 

Western and Northern Europe and opened 
the way for the growth religious and 

intellectual liberty. (2) reinterpreted 

the Christian life. The Roman Catholic 
church defined the life candidate 
for salvation. For Luther the Christian life 
was the life man already saved and 
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delivered from fear. Hence the Christian 
man has one life-purpose—labor for the 

good others. (3) raised the common 

callings place honor, and (4) empha- 

sized the worth and dignity the present 
world. This meant ultimately freedom for 

economic development and religious sanc- 

tion for the enormous industrial and com- 
mercial expansion modern times. 

meant also charter liberty for modern 

science. 
But certain tasks were left unfinished 

the Reformation which Protestantism needs 
now do. 

Human liberty, promised the 
Reformation, not yet won. Luther 

turned back from radical conserva- 

tive attitude, and the system intolerant 
orthodoxy early Protestantism has made 

the emancipation the human spirit very 

difficult and slow. Religious and intellec- 
tual freedom still wanting large areas 

Protestant Christendom. For political 

freedom the Reformation did still less. 
Nations were freed, but freedom was not 

guaranteed the individual. 

national liberty shall mean democracy 

autocracy depends, not theory about 
the freedom the Christian man, but 

upon the particular situation which 

nation finds itself. Luther gave men free- 
dom releasing them from religious fear. 

political freedom prevail another 

reformation needed release them from 

national also economic freedom 

retarded. still wait for the reformer 

who shall for economic liberty what 
Luther did for religious liberty. 

Another unfinished task the 
Reformation substitute some more 
worthy and compelling motive for the old 
motive personal salvation. When Luther 

released men from the necessity working 

for their own salvation thought had 

set them free labor for the good others. 
True men not now toil save their 

souls; more unlovely thing 

selfishly spending their lives pursuit 
mere material goods. may fairly 

questioned whether our boasted Protes- 

tant civilization, with its tremendous eco- 
nomic progress and its blatant materialism, 

after all great advance upon the 

civilization the Middle Ages with all its 

poverty and squalor and discomfort.” 
Christians must taught how put time 

and talents and occupations the best 

Christian use. Liberty has value only 

liberty for service. 
Luther opened the door wide for war 

when set the nations free and substituted 
national for international religion. the 
Middle Ages the control the church made 

for peace. Protestantism destroyed this 

control. must give something better. 

must give international brotherhood. 

The most patent and pressing the un- 

finished tasks the Reformation the 

Christianizing our international relation- 
can finally justify 

itself before the bar history, not setting 

the world free merely, but filling the 
world with the spirit and practice mutual 

sympathy and service, man for man and 

nation for nation.” 

The and Internationalism 

the body article the April 
number the Journal 

Ethics, dealing with “The Ethical Aspects 

Wright credits Christianity with having 

done more than any other single agency 

inculcate men sentiment for human- 
ity. All the great spiritual religions have 

been more than national and racial. They 

have felt the responsibility winning all 

human beings their benefits. Chris- 

tianity has been remarkable missionary 

religion and its emphasis the brother- 

‘hood man. has failed its attempted 
universalism for definite reasons. Protes- 

tant churches and the Eastern Catholic 

churches lost catholicity and were restricted 
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national boundaries. The Church 
Rome remained international, but for many 
reasons, especially because its anticlerical 

movements, lost its prestige. Moreover, 
all its forms Christianity has been too closely 
identified with the interests certain classes 

society, either the middle class the 

aristocracy, and has failed appreciate 

the struggles the depressed classes for 

economic justice, without which there can 

never social and moral freedom and op- 
portunity. Other-worldliness still hampers 
the church, and there still much waste 
effort church activities little ethical 
value while great social and moral values 
are neglected. The remedy for other- 
worldliness would found Christian 

workers would study sympathetically the 
“religion humanity” Auguste Comte 

and adopt his enthusiasm for humanity 

“And for organized Christianity eliminate 
all the defects have mentioned would 
merely need concern itself with the prob- 

lems our time the spirit complete 
devotion humanity shown Jesus 

Christ his time.” 

Ethical Clarifications through 

the War 

analysis the ante-war situation 
shows that the main points stress were 
economic, cultural, political, and tempera- 

mental. These four phases are treated 

stimulating article setting forth the ethical 

principles internationalism, which appears 

over the name Professor Overstreet 
the International Journal Ethics for 

April. The economic tension was caused 
the policy governments which 

they supported through diplomacy and 

arms the investments their wealthy 

citizens other lands. Under this protec- 

tion capitalistic groups attempted mo- 

nopolize special portions the earth. Such 

nationally supported monopoly and the 
competition for was easy way war. 

The awakened moral indignation the 
people will future demand the open door 
for all investment enterprise. This will 

secured clearly affirming the principle 
that economic competition recog- 
nized economic solely and not political, 
and that the governmental backing 
special groups capitalists hereafter 

the peace the world. There must 

international trade commission for backward 

only partly civilized countries which will 
guarantee that all investment fields will 

open investors all over the world, 
(2) that investors will protected against 

unscrupulous violent action the part 

the natives the countries, and (3) that 

the natives themselves will protected 

against unscrupulous exploitation the 

part investors. will pass the chief 
cause war. 

The second point strain was cultural. 
People had overcome the desire force the 
world believe their tribal god, but they 
had substituted the desire impose 
national culture others. America 

the Philippines, Russia and the Jews, 

Turkey and the Armenians, Germany and 
the Poles, are only few examples. Back- 

ward civilizations must helped the 
more mature, but one group will 
allowed impose ‘its civilization un- 
willing peoples. This problem will 
solved league nations. The task 

international league states will 

see that each backward country 

there such social and technical organiza- 
tion that orderly opportunity given for 
the development the group’s inherent 
genius. 

The political storm center was the claim 

each nation independent sovereignty. 

But they have the past yielded fact. 

The international Postal Union and the 
International Sanitary Union are but two 

proofs the recognition nations that 

some functions transcend nationality and 
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demand jurisdiction above the nations. 
This will exercised federated union. 

“The state will the servant, not the 

master, life; and the states their 
co-operative fellowship are ministers 

common welfare. last, after ages 
experimentation, the idea begins dawn 

politics that the fundamental welfare 
each state indisseverably bound 

with the free co-operative fellowship 
The temperamental point stress 

found the establishment attitude, 

as, for example, Prussianism. all 

Prussianism Prussia. Prussianism and 

profiteering alike are ways life that are 

ruthless their suppressions, ruthless 

their seeking their own ends the expense 

victims. Both work with the instruments 
force. Both are antagonistic free and 

generous co-operation. Both strive for 

monopolization privilege the pitiless 

elimination rivals.” The economics 
the future will economics the 
workers only—the workers with brain and 

brawn. This the meaning the ominous 

stirring the ranks labor all over the 
world. Hence ethics must provide the 
open door far the use and abuse 

life concerned. must the ethics 
frank willingness let all life, big and 

little, have its full opportunity productive 

satisfaction. 

The New Democracy 

The dream the new democracy the 

theme Arthur Wolfson the Inde- 
pendent April 20. The causes the war 

are longer the subject discussion for 

the leaders mankind. They have passed 

face the new task eliminating Old 

World forms government privileged 
classes well the old ideals inter- 

nationalism which were based national 
selfishness. are seriously undertaking 

based national democracy which every 

man shall have real chance for happiness. 
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America has long held before her the 
democratic ideal. But socialists continue 

remind that economic liberty still 
far-off ideal and can only come through 

class war and revolution. last, both 

here and England, men are beginning 

believe that new democracy may won 

through co-operation rather than class 
struggle. 

This new democracy will give men 
who work with brain brawn equal share 

government. Special privilege will dis- 

appear. The new democracy will demand 
all citizens some contribution the wel- 

fare the state. The weak and oppressed 

will lifted into new life and opportunity. 

For centuries have talked democracy, 

but privilege still rules the world. The 

new democracy really new thing, the 
sign new spirit among men. will 

try remove the causes strife between 
classes; will strive re-establish healthier 

relations between capital and labor; will 

remove all opportunity for reckless profiteer- 

ing; will make provision for the safety, the 
health, and the spiritual and moral well- 

being every class society; will mean 

equal responsibility for service and equal 

opportunity. know now that democ- 
racy cannot safe the future unless all 
special privileges are eliminated and the 

rights the people secured.” 

Catholics and World-Problems 

The second conference the Inter- 
national Catholic Union was held January 

Zurich. The resolutions the assembly 

are published the March number 
Les Nouvelles religieuses (Paris). 

worthy note that Mathias Erzberger, 

leader the Catholic party Germany, 
was prominent the conference. After 

_pledging itself work loyally with the Holy 

See parliament, the press, and 
organizations for the re-establishment 

peace,” and lamenting that the Pope’s posi- 

tion has become more and more intolerable 
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under war conditions and his supernatural 
mission made more and more illusory, the 
conference passed resolution calling upon 
the governments the world admit 

the peace negotiations competent church 

counselors who would charged with the 
protection the interests religion. 
further resolution calls for the establish- 
ment all countries commissions charged 

with the study questions international 
right, whose unified work may system 

rights nations founded eternal 

moral principles and natural rights, free 
from all materialistic egotistic taints 

and permeated with the Christian spirit 
justice and love. The final resolution 
follows: 

WHEREAS, may happen that the coming 
peace negotiations questions great importance 

the Catholic world may arise, and whereas 
would well, the interests Catholics, 
have permanent representation the Inter- 
national Catholic Union the place the peace 
negotiations well Catholic office in- 
struction, and whereas other international bodies 
are making similar preparations; therefore 

Resolved, That permanent bureau the 
International Catholic Union established 
the place the peace congress remain for the 
duration the congress. 

The Ministry Today 

Bishop McDowell makes im- 

pressive apologia for the office the min- 

istry the April number the Biblical 
Review. The Christian ministry, like the 

Christian church, danger undervalua- 

tion today. Especially does the war make 
ministers eager give the preaching 

task order get into something that will 
bear directly upon the great struggle. The 

estimate the ministry low the thought 

the best youth the church and outside 
it. undervalued the church 

itself. the world outside the church 
and even the men the ministry 
held light esteem. “It deadly 
calamity when such estimate wide- 

spread and worse than deadly when the 

men the ministry give justification for 
this low view.” 

But the church must realize that the 
world has fundamental needs which can 
only met the ministry the church 

Christ. The questions sin and salva- 

tion have acquired new emphasis these 
days. The ministry must point men the 
way life how shall they find guidance 
The need vision, clear, true, and wide, 

imperative. The minister the seer 

lead the present blindness and confusion. 

There demand today for men high 
idealism keep the light the ideal burn- 
ing the chaos war. This royal 

task for the ministry. Moreover the min- 
istry needed keep the world’s spirit 

steady—that courage, faith, hope, and love 
may not fail. Two forces—temptation and 

sorrow—wait prey upon the souls men 

today; the ministry should the fortifying, 

protecting power. The minister 
prophet reveal truth for the guidance 

men. war makes thousand oppor- 

tunities for commerce, for philanthropy, 
for education, for legislation, but its oppor- 

tunity for true preaching outranks them all.” 
Finally the ministry has task supreme 

importance and surpassing difficulty the 
social reconstruction the world. Never 
was the opportunity the ministry 

great and splendid. 

The Ideals the Soldier Poets 

analysis the war poems the 
fighting men presented Walford 
Green the April London Quarterly Review. 

finds that the poems contain almost 
references dogmas church and creed, 

though fine ethical spirit them all. 

There little political revolutionary 
idealism, though they constantly express 

the hope fairer world. There are 

hate songs; rather there are many expres- 
sions sympathy for the enemy distress 

and signs community feeling binding 

together all the warring ranks. The great 
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themes the poems are love people, 
home, and country; the conviction that 

God has confronted each man with search- 
ing test and that either must offer his 

whole self lose his own soul; the sense 

human comradeship realized only 

can when perils and miseries are shared 
common; the belief that war reply 

the challenge brute force, defense 

not only homeland but all things that 

are lovely and valuable; hatred war 
itself, while retaining the exhilaration the 
excitement battle; and finally clear, 

cool, almost unemotional communing with 

the last great enemy, death. verses 

fighting men are not judged merely 

literature, but should help under- 

stand the men the young generation 

which has faced with glorious its 
high and terrible task.” 

Good Temper War Time 

Mr. Jacks makes appeal the 

April number the Review for ethical 
reconstruction the basis good temper. 

not need new system ethics nor 
need invent new virtues. The 

mother-virtue which may the basis 

ethical reconstruction good temper. This 

the greatest ethical need the present 
time. Everywhere, international morals, 

state morals, political private 

morals, the need stands out one and the 

same. What the war but gigantic mani- 

festation badtemper? was bad temper 

which held back England, before the war, 

the settlement the Irish question, ques- 

tions labor and capital, questions 
woman’s rights. Reformers were every- 
where trampling upon each other, and their 

temper was not good. 

Democracy always peculiarly endan- 

gered bad temper. Once let prevail, 
and the forces progress, instead working 

together, fall upon one another, hinder one 

another, thwart one another, paralyze one 

another. Self-government under these cir- 
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cumstances only name. There an- 
other danger. Democracy breeds strong, 

diverse individualities with decided opinions. 
This the ideal, course, but the danger 

that these individuals are likely intol- 

erant each other. The benefit this 
fruit democracy can only come these 

strong individualities have good temper, 

the spirit sweet reasonableness. Other- 

wise democracy becomes mere clash 
divergent types. 

the Allies give individual nations 

the freedom develop their own lines, 

this problem will face again lifted the 

national level, and shall see facing each 

other very large number nations 
strongly marked, diverse character. 

good temper lacking, shall have then 

not peace but war. also would seem 

that individual nations after the war only 

the spirit sweet reasonableness, toler- 
ance, and good temper can bring peace 

the seething turmoil contesting pro- 
ideals. With good tempermany 

the problems would found already solved. 
But how are secure good temper 

Mr. Jacks thinks that could keep bad 

temper out good temper would come in. 

Bad temper inevitable when material 

wealth the main object social pursuit. 

This equally true individuals and 
nations. long civilization based 

wealth the outlook for international good 
temper black. Another cause bad 

temper the tendency democracies 

overlegislate. Every law means fight, 
and get into the chronic fighting habit. 

evident that ethical reconstruction 

depends certain profound changes 

the structure civilization. Wealth will 

longer the basis civilization; 

people will trust one another more than they 

now and rely less the arm the law. 

There will greater dependence upon and 

belief the power the invisible state—the 

unseen forces which are more real than the 

visible institutions. 
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THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD 

MISSIONS 

Missions and the War 

“Are losing our perspective?” asks 

Harold Balme the Chinese Recorder for 
March. The war seems absorbing 

all our energies, but Christianity must either 
equal the task caring for the war 

zone and for suffering heathen world one 

and the same time capable caring 

for neither. 
China makes great demands upon the 

Christian world today three important 
ways: First, the strong nationalist move- 
ment the Far East, moving India and 

Japan, stirring profoundly China, which 
presents political situation crying aloud 
for sympathetic co-operation. This na- 
tional ambition must tempered Chris- 

tian internationalism lesson 
human brotherhood make safe for the 
world. Secondly, China eager for educa- 

tion. There urgent need for intelligent 
leadership, for Western education must have 

greatest value future China. Thirdly, 

there urgency the demand for 
medical help for China that only equaled 

the war zone. Thousands sick and 
wounded China remain helpless because 

the utter lack any physician hospital. 

China excluded from the sympathy 

which has stirred our Red Cross such 
splendid efforts? Among 

claims righteous war should not lose 

our perspective. 

Holy War That Failed 

the Moslem World for April Mr. 
Dupré reports article taken from Paris 

journal regarding the German war propa- 

ganda Moslem lands. The effort was 

made great expense stir all Moslems 
Holy War against the British and 

French. Turkey was done public 
proclamation. Arabia false reports 
French plans destroy Islam’s holy places 

and take the black stone Mecca 
the Louvre were published before the war. 

When war was declared German pamphlets 
all languages covered the world. 

Africa and Asia the propaganda took every 
imaginable form—tracts, maps, pamphlets, 

newspapers, telegrams, plays, songs, films. 

Huge sums money were spent. The 

effort was chiefly directed toward the Mos- 

lem subjects the entente and the neutral 

countries the East. The literature was 
delivered through Spain, Turkey, and the 
Philippines. reached the whole world. 
Special efforts were made win India and 
Persia. Kaiser Wilhelm was pictured 
Mohammedan striving free Islam from 

British power; the appeal was made all 
the Moslem world under the dominion 

the Allies adhere the Jihad, since final 
success was inevitable through the pro- 
tection invincible Germany. one 

the remarkable features the war that 

all such propaganda has utterly failed 
any influence and the colonies have 
proved loyal Britain and France. 

The Menace Islam 

instructive review the recent 
literature Islam written for the April 
number the London Quarterly Review 

Frank Ballard, who characterizes his 
total reaction the title his article. 
“The Menace Islam.” The Moslem 
world consists more than two hundred 

millions “convinced, uncompromising, 

devout, religiously aggressive believers, 

whom ninety millions are under British 
rule and seventy-six millions under other 
Christian The unity Islam 
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There are three great divisions. 
Africa, Malaysia, and some parts India 

about sixty millions belong the animistic 
type. Persia and parts India are the 
Shiahs who number ten millions. The 
orthodox Sunnis make one hundred and 

twenty-six millions divided again into the 

Hanafi school, eighty-six millions; the 

Maliki school, sixteen millions; the Shafis, 

twenty-four millions; and about one million 
Hanbalis. Considering the fact that every 
Moslem missionary certain that this 

host believers must exert tremendous 
influence. Africa now the great mis- 

sionary field Islam. looks 
comparatively short time all Africa 

will under the sway Mohammed.” 
What does Islam stand for? The main 

articles Moslem faith rest four great 
foundations and five practical pillars. The 
four foundations are (1) the Koran, which 

the eternal word God; (2) the Tradi- 

tions; (3) Ijma, the agreement the 
community teachers; (4) Qias, ana- 

logical reasonings. Out these come the 

articles faith: idols must given up; 

God one and absolute; Mohammed the 

chief and final prophet God; the Koran 

infallible and unchangeable; Moham- 

med’s rules devotion must accepted; 
and finally all laws the Koran are binding 
for domestic, social, and political relations. 

The five practical pillars rules for life 

comprise the confession, the five daily 
prayers, the observance the annual thirty 
days’ fast Ramadan, alms-giving, and 
the Hajj pilgrimage Mecca. will 

seen from the foregoing that Islam has many 
elements good. has primitive 
life wherever has gone. 

But there are serious defects which may 
catalogued follows: (1) faulty con- 

ception God; (2) faulty estimate 

human nature—man allowed moral 
freedom; (3) Mohammed’s claims cannot 

maintained; (4) Islam owed its success 

the sword and its spread was full the 
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horrors lust, cruelty, and greed; (5) the 
daily routine devotion for the most 
part empty form; (6) woman degraded; 

(7) slavery maintained; (8) the 
Islam narrow, intolerant, and 

restricted absolutely Moslems; (9) Islam 

full superstitions; (10) permits not 
only prostitution but drinking and gambling 

spite its law (Christian civilization can 

hardly afford throw stones Islam 
this regard, however); (11) its view the 
after-life grossly materialistic. 

The best summary the situation 
perhaps that Islam helpful religion 
low grades paganism. will lift them 
some extent. But progress impossible 

Islamic lines. glance Arabia, Persia, 
Turkey, Morocco, and Africa sufficient 

proof this contention. The need for 
Christian effort most serious and pressing. 

Africa the demand overwhelming, for 
when Islam gets control the native tribes 

seems generally impossible dislodge it. 
Yet Islam disintegrating. The doors 

are opening everywhere. The last word 

one hope spite the vast difficulty 

getting “the proudest man the world 

take the thing hates from the hand the 
man whom 

The Progress Islam 

The March number the new Colonies 
Marine has note the spread Islam 

Africa. the Soudan propagated 

means the Egyptian army. Each 
soldier the end his term goes back his 

village and becomes eager missionary 

Islam. German East Africa the blacks, 
recruited work the railroads and plan- 
tations, marry Moslem women. They then 

gladly become Moslems and spread the new 
beliefs their villages. Perhaps the 

strongest reason for the success Islam 
the Orient and Africa lies the demo- 
cratic institution concubinage and mar- 

riage. Moslem will love son born 

black slave woman, though would 



find difficult give his daughter mar- 
riage black Moslem. Often Sultan 

Pasha does not count disgrace 
admit that has black blood his veins. 
The feeling that lifts him the social 
ladder also makes very desirable for the 

RELIGIOUS 

Declaration Principles 

The Religious Education Association 

its fifteenth annual meeting held New 
York adopted declaration principles. 
Briefly summarized they are: (1) The 
world men can and ought com- 
munity mutual respect, good-will, and 

brotherhood. (2) Democracy and religion 
can and ought two aspects one 
and the same life. (3) reveal God aright 

and fulfil its function human life 
religion must become more moral and more 

democratic. (4) Education the indis- 
pensable instrument democracy and 

religion directed toward intelligence, 

responsibility, and good-will, may 

hindrance directed toward mere habit 
mind and efficiency hand, fostering preju- 

dices and narrow loyalties, inculcating con- 

formity and sheer obedience external 

authority. Children can educated 

social responsibility and good-will well 

(6) Education community function. 
requires the purposeful co-operation all. 

(7) The responsibility for such community 
organization rests especial degree upon 

the churches, since they should best 
fitted tradition and ideals. (8) con- 
spicuously weak spot the educational 
program most churches and communities 
has been the provision for enlisting the 

service young men and women the late 
teens and early twenties. The war has now 

shown the way. From many quarters 
comes evidence successful community 

organization. Experimentation and inter- 

change experience are needed. “The 
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blacks gain entrance into the Moslem 
family. Another cause the progress 

Islam the possibility that gives war- 
like tribes continue the profession 
arms, since Islam has never been averse 
spreading her domain conquest. 

EDUCATION 

world-community can come into existence 

only lesser communities grow such 
fashion incorporate themselves into 
its life.” 

The Training Boys 

How secure proper development for 
growing boys has long been serious prob- 
lem. What should the training be? Whose 

the responsibility All present programs 

are inadequate. The public schools reach 
only about per cent the population over 
fourteen years age. The Sunday school 

touches boy life scarcely one hour the 
week, and somewhere the teen age loses 

per cent the boys. The Y.M.C.A. 

mainly confined the cities and even there 
reaches only fraction the boys. This 
has been the setting the problem which 

has held central place the discussions 

the Canadian Y.M.C.A. Boys’ Department 
for fifteen years. Mr. Percival Hayward 
outlines the solution the April number 

Religious Education. 

The Standard Efficiency Tests provide 

all-round development program calcu- 

lated secure physical, mental, religious, 

moral, and social growth for boys. The 

Y.M.C.A. intimately co-operating with 

the churches, and the local Sunday schools 
and churches form the starting-point 

the work. Every worthy phase educa- 
tional development included the pro- 

gram, and the progress each boy 
recorded efficiency chart. 

The value these tests for religious 

education briefly: (1) They are compre- 

hensive and avoid the prevalent mistake 
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overemphasizing one line work. 
(2) The tests are fourfold; they seek 
develop, not one-sided crank, but all- 
round man. (3) They are graded. 
every one the thirty-one topics there 

graded program for every year from twelve 

twenty. (4) They make the personality 

Jesus central. (6) They make 

program big enough enlist the service 
thinking, capable men. 

Community Co-operation 

The annual survey progress was pre- 

sented this year the Religious Education 

Association Professor Irving King. His 

address dealt with community organization 

and improvement. Religious Education for 

April prints Mr. King thinks 

that the movement toward community co- 
operation the result growing conscious- 

ness and search for the things that make 

human life worth while under the conditions 
which actually exist. Christian leaders may 
identify this with the establishment 
the Democracy God earth, for reli- 
gious values have their origin in, and gain 

their meaning from, social values. Reli- 

gious life merely the highest expression 
all that best life. All religious 

values are real, however, only they are 

related the Democracy God among 

men. From this point view religious 
education primarily concerned with 
training for actual social service. 

Religious education the past has been 

too intellectualistic. has sought 
impart facts and doctrines. has not 

produced religiously minded citizens. Yet 

surely religion should embrace the whole 

life the community. should 
influence through which the best develop- 

ment all the interests and activities the 
whole social body may secured. 
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Community co-operation rapidly ad- 

vancing. has demonstrated its vital 
power such movements the school social 

center and the community playground and 
center. more comprehensive 

movement the consolidated rural school 
which may take economic problems for 

home and farm, recreation, athletics, reli- 

gious training, and community music. 
These centers become powerful agencies 
developing the mental and social life 
the people well making for good- 
fellowship and harmony purpose. Other 
phases co-operation are public welfare 

associations, district nursing associations, 

county Y.M.C.A., farmers’ clubs, and 

civic theaters. While all these activities are 
not religious the traditional sense, they 

are practical applications the spirit 
Christian brotherhood. 

The church may have large share 
this work. has been too much detached 

the past because the overemphasis 
individual salvation. Social service was 
considered secondary issue. But the new 

day hand. Many churches are now 

federating for community activities and 

achieving rich results and deeper apprecia- 

tion religious values. 
education should normal 

phase the social development the com- 
munity. Whenever social group has 

awakened the possibilities and joys 
co-operation, wherever all the latent ener- 

gies are aroused and organized have 

veritable laboratory for the training 

children the habits and ideals Christian 

living.” This education must relate di- 

rectly the work the community doing 

for self-improvement. “It will utilize 
means training for their children all the 

manifold activities leading mutual help- 
fulness and 



BOOK NOTICES 

Reischauer. (Deems Lectures, New York 
University, 1913, rewritten and expanded.) 
New York: Macmillan, 
361. $2.00. 

Dr. Reischauer has been for the past twelve 
years professor philosophy and ethics the 
Meiji Gakuin (Presb.), Tokyo. Thus inti- 
mate acquaintance with history, 
society, language, and religion has enabled him 

discuss with authority some the important 
aspects Japanese Buddhism. keenly 
aware the difficulties the task which 
has set himself, which, because its complica- 
tions and the multitude points lying 
obscurity, will require the services group 

scholars for great many years come 
before can thoroughly dealt with. Along 
various lines beginnings only have been made. 
The whole field from Greece eastward through 
Persia, India, Tibet, and China into Japan needs 

gone over. significant this con- 
nection that Professor Ito thinks has 
found Doric architecture the pillars the 
outer gates the Horiuji Temple, built the 
time Shotoku Taishi (ca. 600 Yet 

spite the almost endless multiplicity 
detail and the large amount material which 

present only tentative solution can 
given, the author, confining himself largely 

the outstanding facts and characteristics 
his theme, has produced authoritative and 
suggestive contribution our literature 
Oriental religions. feels that the general 
brief survey the subject, such the book pre- 
sents, the whole the wisest method con- 
sideration the present degree interest 
Oriental religions and philosophies the part 

Western readers. 
background for his discussion Dr. 

Reischauer sketches the original environment 
out which Buddhism sprang, and then traces 
the development the primitive form into the 
Mahayana branch and the spread this 
through China into Japan, which latter country 

reached greatly modified form, yet true 
essentially Buddhist ssimism. The 
methods historical criticism are carefully 
applied, and attempt made reconstruct 

general social and political environment 
Japanese Buddhism its important historical 
stages. The discussion the genesis the 
Japanese sects and also the chapters canon 
and doctrine are filled with material special 
value the Western student comparative 
religion and religious history. There through- 
out high appreciation the great contribution 
that Buddhism has made Japanese culture, 
yet the author entirely conscious the fact 
that his statement the functional importance 

Buddhism amounts exposition its 
failure meet the highest needs Japanese 
society the present, and points either its 
replacement Christianity such pro- 
found modification Buddhism itself leave 
only the old name—the old skin with new 
backbone. Japan, with its new hopes 
and aspirations, requires religion hope, 
full noble ideals and aspirations” (quoted 
from Professor 

The Lord’s Prayer and the Prayers Our Lord. 

Morison. London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1917. 

Pp. 3s. 6d. net. 

This careful exegetical study the 
separate phrases the Lord’s Prayer, followed 

from Jewish Sources,” Versions 
the Lord’s Prayer,” and “The Prayers 

our Lord.” The exposition seldom rises above 
the commonplace and familiar. The best 
chapter the one entitled “Protection and 
Deliverance,” which the sentence “Lead 

not into temptation” well explained. 
reader will gain clear idea the practical 
meaning the Prayer from this study, although 

The Godward Side Life. Gaius Glenn 
Atkins. Boston: Pilgrim Press, 1917. 
Pp. 192. $1.50. 

Dr. Atkins the pastor the First Congre- 
gational Church Detroit and, aside from his 
published sermons, well known his inter- 
pretation the devotional literature Chris- 
tianity his book the Lonely Road. 

poetic insight. home with the soul 
its highest aspirations and deepest moods. 

There are fourteen sermons this volume, the 
majority them preached before the nation was 

war and meant for the congregations 
Providence and Detroit, which Dr. Atkins 
has been minister. One the most characteris- 
tic sermons entitled Tides the Spirit,” 
from the text after had sent the multi- 
tude away went into the mountain apart 

pray.” The proposition set forth many 
forms, among which find such sentence 
this, one lives greatly who does not live 
out great The soul has its 
rhythm moods; must understand and use 
them. Dr. Atkins does not try define the 
soul, but says, know that all self- 
conscious life deepens down into something 
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profounder than knowledge, mightier than will, 
more glowing than love; out which knowledge, 
and will, and emotion lift themselves moun- 
tains out the depths the sea. This the 
soul which live and out which live.” 

Out the stress the Lent 1917 Dr. 
Atkins utters what practically the cry the 
old prophets, sorrow and weariness and 

our world with day and night; 
the cry reaches beyond the stars. think 
the world will lose its reason does not dis- 
cover its God.” These sermons are full the 
clear and passionate call great preacher 
whose soul kindled the Christian passion 

the divine side life the spirit 
ist. 

the Footsteps St. Paul. Francis 
Clark. New York: 

Pp. xvi+418. $2.00. 

Dr. Clark has followed his interesting 
volume, The Holy Land Asia Minor, pub- 
lished 1914, this larger book, covering 
more fully the entire ground traversed the 
missionary journeys Paul. Dr. Clark does 
not write from the standpoint the critical 
scholar investigating the sources the life 
Paul; does not give the findings the 
trained archaeologist, like Sir William Ramsay. 

the descriptive traveler, accepting prac- 
tically finds them the narratives Acts 
and the literature ascribed Paul, and seeking 

illuminate them from the results his per- 
sonal experiences the cities where the tra- 
ditionally accepted records report Paul have 

Judged from this standard 
the book illuminating and permanently 
valuable. Dr. Clark keen observer; 
has written many years for reading public 

young people that knows how present 
his story vividly; and resourceful find- 
ing local color explain the meaning the life 
and letters Paul. This book will largest 
value teachers Bible classes who are seeking 
concrete help illustrating their lesson material. 
The necessary critical studies will made 
addition; but Dr. Clark has put rich sum 
trained observations our disposal here. The 
illustrations are well chosen and are also useful 

the teacher. 

African Missionary Heroes and Heroines. 

Kumm. New York: Macmillan, 

1917. Pp. $1.25. 

Africa has produced heroic and dramatic 
missionary history abundance; the writer 
has taken the best this and embodied six 
lectures delivered before the College Missions, 

Indianapolis. These are now published 
attractive form under the title given above. 
The stories are told interesting style, and the 
characters are vividly represented. Each sub- 

ject preceded brief chronology the 
principal events the person’s life. The maps 
are valuable and the bibliography suggestive. 
The lecturer has something the manner 
Dan Crawford, and were often reminded 
Thinking Black reading the chapters. Some- 
times becomes nonsense, as, for example the 
cryptic lines: 

“Vision Imagination guided Wisdom, 
And Wisdom the Dominion Knowledge. 

Dominion, 

Whatever that means too profound for us. 
Perhaps the least satisfactory section the ten 
pages devoted Mary Slessor. The presenta- 
tion the life and work Livingstone the 
most concise and stimulating. 

The Seven Laws Teaching. John 
Gregory. Revised William Bagley 
and Warren Layton. Boston: Pilgrim 

This book has been standard volume for 
many years. The seven laws are: 

“Teaching Process,” Process,” 
“Review and Application.” The original text, 
copyrighted 1886, has been carefully and, 

believe from comparison the two edi- 
tions, most judiciously revised. The clearness 

the first text remains, while the revisers have 
.utilized the results recent research psy- 
chology and pedagogy amplify modify 
Dr. Gregory’s statements where necessary. All 
teachers will find this book useful. 

The Use Motives Teaching Morals and 

Religion. Thomas Nelson Galloway. 
Boston: Pilgrim Press, Pp. xi+187. 

$1.25. 

Dr. Galloway professor zodlogy 
Beloit College. This interesting book con- 
tains twelve chapters, and the scope the 
volume clearly indicated its excellent 
title. The heart the discussion chapter 
iv, Principle Motivation Educa- 
tion.” The following chapters contain applica- 
tions the principle Sunday-school work 
which are well and workable. This 
little book will great value students 

religious education. There factor 
Christianity which hardly seems 
ciently recognized Professor Galloway 
page namely, the influence the “higher 
powers” with which the soul allies itself its 
sin and weakness, the fact 
age 12, line “non-evangelical” used 

incorrectly for ‘‘non-evangelistic.” 
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STUDY 

THE FUTURE HOPE 

What important place our life the future hoids! Without should 
shut the actual achievements the past. Important these are, most 

them would lose much their significance they could not related pro- 

cesses growth and improvement. can see the outcome present efforts 
better future, are inspired nobler activity. 

Christianity religion hope well religion present experience. 

the assurance things hoped for.”” believe God means hope 
for better future. the child looks forward the time when shall 
man, the man moral purpose looks forward the realization his ideals, 

the Christian man looks forward the realization God’s purposes. 

this study shall consider three aspects the future hope: (1) the 

belief better social order, (2) the possibilities spiritual growth, and (3) life 

after death. 
THE BELIEF BETTER SOCIAL ORDER 

First day.—§ 100. There more striking characteristic the Old Testa- 
ment literature than its unconquerable hopefulness. The Hebrew state was small, 

surrounded enemies, constantly harassed its attempts organize its life. 

Yet the religious leaders were confident that Jehovah intended make Israel 

dominant the earth. first this hope was political and military and full 
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Chicago, Chicago, 
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national pride. have long spiritualized some the songs the kings that 
forget how literally they were originally intended. Read Pss. and 

coronation odes. Imagine new king just come the throne which his father 

had secured against all enemies. Subject peoples would like rebel (2:3), but 

Jehovah laughs their efforts. The kingdom also extended over other 
nations, which shall become tributaries (2:8,9; 72:8-11). This was not, however, 
mere brutal conquest, for the poet believed that would the means bring- 

ing justice—that most difficult social achievement—to the troubled peoples. 
Read 12-14 fine social hope. 

Second Isa. There were two terrible conditions 

Judah—hostile invasion, social injustice. War from without and iniquity 
within are ever the twin nations. The prophets had bitterly denounced 

the monopolists, the unjust judges, the bribe-takers, the cruel oppressors, espe- 
cially the wicked Assyrian (the Prussian those days) who delighted destroying 
the little peoples. The writer this passage believed the day was coming when 
these evils would ended. lived the days monarchy and therefore 
thought the coming good king the way justice and peace. Note how 

first describes fair judge, putting human relations right, then poetically looks 

for the time peace when the brutality war and aggression will over. 
believed that good ruler would make good people. Read again Study IV, 

third day. 

Third day.—§ 102. One the remarkable passages the Old Testament 
Ezek., chaps. 40-48. Glance through these chapters and you will first see 

mass uninteresting ecclesiastical details. But must remember that Ezekiel 
was priest and therefore would naturally think the glorious future ecclesi- 

astical terms. The prophecy was written Babylon after the temple had been 

destroyed and Jerusalem laid ruins. But this godly priest believed that the 
chastisement was for the good his people and that there would yet vigorous 

life for Israel. pictures detail new temple, which the Holy God 
comes back that may dwell with purified people forever (43:1-9). Justice 

administered good prince (45:9, 10). The land fairly divided 

and even the Dead Sea become fresh lake (47:8-12). Think the courage 

and fine optimism this hope for the future exiled people. 

Fourth Read Isa. The noblest Hebrew hopes are 

collected the second part the Book Isaiah. They come from poets who 
sang the happier days when repentant Israel would enter into new and 

glorious life renewed Jerusalem. Note that this passage has reference, not 
heaven, but Palestine, which the people would their agricultural 

labors peace, living honorable old age. 

Fifth day—§104. Centuries had passed and the longed-for Golden Age 

had not come. Men seem have given hoping and have settled down 

commonplace living. But the second century B.c. the Syrians tried destroy 

the Jewish faith, and out the anguish flashed new hope. This seen the 
Book Daniel. Read again Study III, fifteenth day. The world had seen one 
brutal empire after another, but this pious Jew believed that new and nobler 

kingdom under the direction God’s people was about become universal the 
earth. Read Dan. 2:44; 12:2 and notice that this hope 
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transcends the social hopes that had preceded that finds place for those who 
have died without seeing the better day. They are rise from the dead and have 

part with their brethren the righteous kingdom. 
Sixth Read Luke 6:20-26. Jesus was speaking people 

whose minds were filled with social and individual hopes, such those the 
Book Daniel. freely entered into those hopes, but opened new way 

for their fulfilment. Not force, ambition, selfishness, and aggression would 

the good time come, but humility and love. Think Jesus’ whole life 
attempt realize conduct the conditions the social order, “‘the coming 

was called, for which hoped. summoned his disciples with him 

advance members that kingdom that was coming. 

Seventh day.—§106. Read Rev. 21:1-22:5. The Christians the first 
century endured prolonged and systematic persecution. The writer the Book 

Revelation continues the hopes the Book Daniel, but instead Jeru- 

salem saved from the Syrian tyrant the hope for the martyred church saved from 
the Roman tyrant. Yet still social hope realized this world. The 

new Jerusalem comes down earth (21:2); God dwells with men (21:3). 

city resplendent above the glorious cities that day. And the saints are 
reign (22:5). 

The early Christians looking for the messianic kingdom the earth were 

troubled lest those who died might have part init. Christian hope triumphed 
over the fear. God would not forget his people who had fallen asleep. Read 
Paul’s confident assurance, Thess. 4:13-15. 

Eighth Read Pet. 3:1-13. Although one hundred years and 

more had passed, the hope the early Christians for speedy coming Christ 

from heaven establish the Kingdom God had not been realized. Skeptical 
voices were raised challenging this hope. Things not change, men said (vs. 4). 

would better live for the world that surely exists rather than give 

ourselves over vain hope. The author this epistle vigorously rebukes this 

lack faith. believe God means sure that will fulfil his promises. 
With this faith holy living becomes reasonable The heaven and the 
new (vs. 13) did not come exactly this writer expected. Two thousand 

years Christian development with the best yet come better fulfilment 

God’s purpose than the speedy end here depicted. But was fidelity their best 

hopes which enabled the early Christians inspire future vaster than any 
which they dreamed. 

Ninth The early Christians, feeling themselves relatively 

powerless the great Roman Empire, hoped for new era come miraculous 

intervention. But after the downfall the Roman power new vision opened. 

The mediaeval church looked forward Christian conquest this world. 
Recall some the events church history the light this ideal—the constant 
attempt compel kings and emperors recognize the authority the church, 

the zealous persecution heretics, the crusades. These were expressions 

hope for Christian civilization. sure, the ideal was limited the church, 
but was the inspiration mediaeval civilization. 

Tenth The most characteristic aspect modern Christianity 
contrast with the Christianity century and more ago the missionary 
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enterprise. Men are now dreaming the day which the world shall come under 
the influence Christ. Making its way first against skepticism and doubt, 
the missionary cause now arousing men appreciation indescribably 

great future for Christianity. Picture what meant Adoniram Judson, the 

pioneer American missionary Burmah, able say 1817, have 

doubt that God preparing the way for the conversion Burmah His Son. 
Nor have any doubt that who are now here are some little way contributing 

this glorious hear George Mackay, after years courageous 
facing danger Formosa, say questioning friends home, Will Formosa 

won for matter what may come the way, the final victory 
sure the existence God.” 

Eleventh Study Isaac Watt’s great hymn, two stanzas which 
are here given: 

Jesus shall reign where’er the sun 
Does his successive journeys run; 

His kingdom stretch from shore shore, 

Till moons shall wax and wane more. 

Blessings abound where’er reigns; 

The prisoner leaps lose his chains; 
The weary find eternal rest, 

And all the sons want are blest. 

Could one completely believe Christ without some such expectation His 

Twelfth 111. equal significance with the missionary vision the 
vision new international order which nations shall co-operate for the com- 
mon good. Said President Wilson his address Congress, January 1918, 

which set forth his detailed program for settlement the war: “An evident 
principle runs through the whole program have outlined. the principle 
justice all peoples and nationalities, and their right live equal terms 
liberty and safety with one another, whether they strong weak. Unless this 

principle made its foundation, part the structure international justice 
can stand.” this vision better future which gives the American 

participation the war its religious significance. Compare this ideal with the 
conception the Kingdom God biblical times. 

Thirteenth man has devoted himself cause great 

that can thought God’s, his death the service the cause something 

glorious, experience ennobling that the ordinary terrors death disappear. 
President Lincoln finely expressed this truth his Gettysburg address, when 

said: 

rather for here dedicated the great task remaining before us; that 
from these honored dead take increased devotion that cause for which they here 

gave the last full measure devotion; that here highly resolve that these dead shall 

not have died vain; this nation shall, under God, have new birth freedom; and that 

government the people, the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth. 

The heroes Gettysburg gave their lives that their memory can never 

perish, and their achievements are immortal. 
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THE POSSIBILITIES SPIRITUAL GROWTH 

Fourteenth day.—§ 113. Read Luke 2:40 and 52. Try picture the boy- 
Jesus and appreciate what meant him grow maturity. Per- 

haps the happiest days his life were before his public ministry when was 
looking forward the greater work before him. 

Fifteenth day.—§114. Read Eph. 4:11-16. Note especially the prayer 
that those whom Paul addresses may all things into him who the 
head, even Christ.” precisely this never-ceasing opportunity for growing 

more Christlike that gives Christian living its vitality. may hope 
time grow out some our defects hold this ideal before us. 

Sixteenth Read Goethe’s poem, beginning: 

Purer yet and purer, would mind, 
Dearer yet and dearer every duty find. 
Hoping still and trusting God without fear, 
Patiently believing will make all clear. 

The poem found many modern hymnbooks. Study especially the last stanza: 

Swifter yet and swifter ever onward run, 
Firmer yet and firmer step on. 

Oft those earnest longings swell within breast 
Yet their inner meaning ne’er can expressed. 

The immeasurable longings aspiring soul are witnesses the inex- 
haustible riches God’s purposes. 

Seventeenth The first stanza Browning’s Rabbi Ben Ezra 

reads: 
Grow old along with 

The best yet be, 

The last life, for which the first was made 

Our times are His hand 

Who saith, whole planned, 
Youth shows but half: trust God: see all, nor afraid.” 

Old age often dreaded. How does the religious faith expressed this poem 

change one’s view growing old? 
Eighteenth Tennyson has eloquently expressed the triumphant 

joy one who loves growth and progress: 

Glory warrior, glory orator, glory song, 
Paid with voice flying lost endless sea— 

Glory Virtue, fight, struggle, right the wrong— 

Nay, but she aimed not glory, lover glory she; 
Give her the glory going on, and still be. 

one stops find chief satisfaction what already past one’s life missing 

the religious exultation which comes from moving new glories. the 
man whose treasures are all the past who fears death. For forward-looking 

faith the “beautiful adventure” death only another step onward ever 
enriched experience. 
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THE FUTURE LIFE 

Nineteenth day.—§ 118. How universal the conviction that righteous 
life possesses something which death cannot end may illustrated the follow- 

ing quotations from pre-Christian literature. ancient Egyptian document, 

entitled The Eloquent Peasant, declares, justice for eternity. descends 

with him that doeth into the grave, when placed the coffin and laid 

the earth. His name not effaced earth; remembered because good.” 
Socrates said, can evil befall good man, whether alive 

Plato declared, things work together for good, life and death, the friend 

God.” one trust reason, incredible that noble human life should 

proved worthless death. 
Twentieth day.—§ 119. Read Ps. 16. This one the later psalms repre- 

senting the mature experience Israel. The Old Testament religion could not 
complete itself without attaining the appreciation personal worth. Note 
the confidence God’s care. This singer declares that happy because has 

God; nothing can overwhelm him. may not even dread Sheol, the abode 

the dead. The sense divine fellowship would not complete the thought 

death could destroy it. This experience communion with God finds fuller 
expression the Christian experience immortality. 

Twenty-first day.—§ 120. Read Matt. Jesus answers the Sadducean 

quibble pointing out that cannot rationalize the future life comparison 

with mundane conditions. Then word gives sure basis for the hope 
eternal life. The great souls the past were God’s people. has not forsaken 
them. They Many today are thinking noble lives laid down 

great cause and cry with passionate faith, not the God the 
dead but the living.” 

Twenty-second Read John 10:17, 18; 14:2, 12, 19, 28. 

Nothing clearer than Jesus’ unbroken confidence eternal life. means 

that quality life that real enough last through the experience death. 

the clouds were gathering about his path looked through them and saw the 

Father. His faith personal immortality was the fruit his complete fellow- 

ship with God, and this sought impart the disciples. Jesus made little 
use argument. simply offered share his own triumphant faith with those 

who were willing follow him the way life. 
Twenty-third day.—§ 122. Paul became Christian through wonderful 

experience Jesus the living Christ. Ever after, Christ was him the most 
certain reality. Read Gal. 2:20; Rom. 8:38, 39; Phil. 1:20, 21. lived the 
Christ life, felt secure Him amid all tribulation and regarded himself utterly 
devoted his service. was this complete unity with the Lord who had con- 
quered death that gave Paul his own assurance like victory. Read Cor. 

and note that expression experience unity with living 

and life-giving Savior. should put Paul’s experience modern language 

should say, believe that Jesus lived with God earth and lives with him 

still; seeking share Jesus’ experience that blessed fellowship and be- 

lieve that shall share much more vital and convincing this 

experience Paul’s than any argument would over disputed questions con- 

cerning the resurrection Jesus. 
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Twenty-fourth most suggestive utterance has come from 
modern representative critical skepticism. George Eliot wrote: 

may join the choir invisible 
those immortal dead who live again 

minds made better their presence; live 
pulses stirred generosity, 

deeds daring rectitude, scorn 
For miserable aims that end with self, 

thoughts sublime that pierce the night like stars, 
And with their mild persistence wage man’s search 

vaster issues. live heaven. 

intolerable for George Eliot limit life the brief span earthly exist- 

ence. She speaks living other lives. But the picture the “choir 

invisible” suggests more than this. really harder disbelieve future 
life than believe it. 

Twenty-fifth 124. The poet Wordsworth, feeling the spiritual vast- 

ness his inner life contrast the physical limitations earthly existence, 
suggests his wonderful ode, “Intimations Immortality,” that our present life 

but continuation glorious pre-existence, and that therefore may look 

forward return this realm. 

Our birth but sleep and forgetting: 

The soul that riseth with us, our life’s star, 
Hath had elsewhere its setting, 
And cometh from afar: 

Not entire forgetfulness 
And not utter nakedness, 

But trailing clouds glory, come 
From God, who our home. 

This genuinely religious experience the reality larger world. have 
right think the home which the soul may return death. 

Hence season calm weather 
Though inland far be, 
Our souls have sight that immortal sea 
Which brought hither, 

Can moment travel thither, 

And see the children sport upon the shore 
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore. 

interesting compare this poetic utterance with the late Professor 

William James’s suggestion that the brain imperfect instrument used 

the soul. This earthly life permits only fraction one’s real spiritual self 

find expression. 
Twenty-sixth day.—§ 125. When this natural religious affirmation the 

soul one adds the experience the presence loving God one’s earthly life 
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the thought the future becomes full comfort. Whittier has finely expressed 
this: 

know not what the future hath 

marvel surprise, 
Assured alone that life and death 

His mercy underlies. 
And beside the silent sea 

wait the muffled oar: 

harm from Him can come 

Notice that here comforting faith which acknowledges ignorance concerning 

details the future, but which sure God’s neverfailing goodness. 
Twenty-seventh day.—§ 126. addition the belief the persistence 

moral character and the mystic certainty God’s larger world and constant 
presence picture the continued existence loved ones after death, the 

place where these loved ones have gone, and has terrors for us. 
modern minister the gospel, Rev. John Chadwick, has beautifully expressed 

this. 
More homelike seems the vast unknown, 

Since they have entered there; 

follow them were not hard 

Wherever they may fare: 
They cannot where God not 

any sea shore; 

Whate’er betides, Thy love abides, 

Our God, forevermore. 

Twenty-eighth day.—§ wonderful sense security came Tennyson 

pictured divine Friend and Savior meeting him the entrance the vast 
new life. Read his “Crossing the Bar” expression this faith. The last 
stanza reads: 

For though from out the bourne Time and Place 
The flood may bear far. 

hope see Pilot face face 

When have crossed the bar. 

Twenty-ninth all the noble longings and intuitions the soul 
find reinforcement the faith; and the latter shown eminently 
reasonable. The Christian who has learned the saving power fellowship with 
Jesus during life can that fellowship confidently face death, knowing that “eye 

hath not seen, and ear hath not heard, neither hath entered into the heart 
man the things which God hath prepared for those that love him.” 

Thirtieth day.—Review rapidly this month’s study and note again the three 

aspects the future hope. All these are essential full-rounded life. 

Sometimes one the three assumes more importance and sometimes another. 

Before the great world-war, which began 1914, men were thinking most 

personal religious development. The output the publishers popular religious 
books, especially Christian Association textbooks, reflects this emphasis. the 
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war made men conscious great national issues, the social-political hope came 

the front. And thousands young men laid down their lives, the interest 
personal immortality grew more insistent. Which aspect the future hope 
brings most inspiration and comfort you? 

the close this course appropriate call attention some the 
significant realities which religious experience testifies: 

Religion persists human life even when theologies and institutions change 

vanish. Some the conceptions found the Bible have been left behind—such 
the military theology early Hebrew history, the rituals later Judaism. 

But religious needs continue. The passing inadequate ideas means the dis- 

covery better means expressing the realities experience. 
Religion too vast and complex restricted one particular expression 

it. know the “varieties religious experience” essential, both keep 
from harsh judgment others and enrich our own life. Our study inspira- 

tion showed how impossible set bounds genuine religion. 
need distinguish between the intellectual problems and the practical 

outcome moral venture faith. Donald Hankey, the brilliant Oxford student 
who laid down his life the Great War, defined religion your life that 

God The assurance and spiritual strength which come from this practical 

attitude cannot secured mere intellectual speculation. “will His 

the surest way “‘know the 
Christian faith draws its vitality from loyal and truthful personal relation- 

ship Jesus. Again and again Christian history men have had Christianize 

their theology and their institutions order preserve vital religion. The 
examination and testing all our ideas and habits the light fellowship with 
Jesus all-important. 

Some the realities which are fundamental are: the experience God 

the companion one’s inner life; the call God loyal service the making 
human history; the uplifting power inspired and inspiring utterances; the 

illumination and the spiritual vitality derived from discipleship Jesus; the 

possibilities inner growth that discipleship extended all portions 

experience; the vision the Kingdom God which are co-workers; and 

the glowing hope which looks better future, both this life and the life 

come, because God lives and works out his purposes. How many these 

realities are real you? 

QUESTIONS FOR REVIEW 

What evidence have that the Hebrew religion was one 

Name some the men who contributed great expressions this hope 
the Hebrew literature. 

Put into plain prose and few words Isa. and 

What new element does the writer the Book Daniel add this hope 
what body does the New Testament history transfer the national hope 

the 
Name some ways which the early Christian hope differs from the old 

vision future kingdom. 
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How does our interest missions express the modern Christian hope 

Compare the new ideal international justice with the ideal Jesus the 
coming the Kingdom God. 

10. you know individual life which has ray hope 

11. Would such life possible fellowship with Jesus? Why? 
12. Give some reasons why growth and progress individual character are 

mark the true Christian. 
13. How may the phenomenon death regarded the continuing experi- 

ence one who fellowships with God 
14. important that the Christian should know about the future life 

15. Express few words Paul’s whole Christian experience. 
16. you think over the greatest names history—statesmen, poets, 

artists, educators—how many them have shown some way that they had 

confidence the continuity life 

17. your own locality which aspect the future hope commanding most 
attention 

18. Have you ever seen example the passing away some idea which 
was inadequate for the expression the reality religious experience? 
what 

19. Give summary the realities which our author considers essential. 

20. Which these seems most essential you you consider your own 

experience 

21. What have you gained from the study this course 

Reference Reading 

Rauschenbusch: Theology for the Social Gospel. 

Peabody: Jesus Christ and the Christian Character. 

Fosdick: The Assurance Immortality. 
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ANNOUNCING 

THE SUMMER QUARTER 1918 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO 

war has emphasized never before the need the nation 

for highly skilled men and women, and obvious obligation 

rests every citizen speedily develop the greatest possible 

capacity for service. 

The Summer Quarter the University Chicago affords 

unusual opportunity hasten the completion any 

general training already begun, and secure special in- 

tensive training lines immediately related war needs, 

e.g., ordnance supply, military science, food conservation, 

first aid, spoken French, etc. 

1918 the will begin June and close August 30. The 
First Term will begin June 17; the Second Term, July 25. Students may 

register for either Term for both. Students entering the beginning 

the Second Term may register for courses for which they have had the 

prerequisites. The courses during the Summer Quarter are the same 

character, method, and credit value other quarters the year. 

large proportion the regular Faculty the University, which 

numbers over three hundred, and also many instructors from other insti- 
tutions, offer courses the Summer Quarter, and this way many varied 

points view are given students their chosen fields study. 

ARTS, LITERATURE, AND SCIENCE 

The University offers during this Quarter, the Schools Art, 

Literature, and Science, both graduate and undergraduate courses 

Philosophy, Psychology, and Education; Political Economy, Political 
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THE SUMMER QUARTER 

Science, History, Sociology and Anthropology, and Household Adminis- 

tration; Semitics and Biblical Greek; Comparative Religion; History 

Art, Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin; Modern Languages; Public Speaking; 

Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, and Chemistry; Geology and Geog- 
raphy; Botany, Zodlogy, Physiology, Physiological Chemistry and 
Pharmacology, Anatomy, Pathology, Hygiene and Bacteriology; and 

Military Science. 

Divinity 

The Divinity School open students all denominations, and the 
instruction intended for ministers, missionaries, theological students, 

Christian teachers, and others intending take some kind religious 

work. The English Theological Seminary, which intended for those 

without college degrees, session only during the Summer Quarter. 

The Graduate Divinity School designed for college graduates. Pastors, 

theological teachers, students other seminaries, candidates for the 

ministry, and other Christian workers, with requisite training, are 

admitted the Summer Quarter. 

The Chicago Theological Seminary will also session during the 

Summer Quarter, and its courses are open the same conditions 

those that obtain the Divinity School. 

Law 

the work the Law School the method instruction employed— 
the study and discussion cases—is designed give effective 
knowledge legal principles, and develop the power independent 

legal reasoning. The three-year course study offered constitutes 

thorough preparation for the practice law any English-speaking 

jurisdiction. means the quarter system students may graduated 
two and one-fourth calendar years. Regular courses instruction 

counting toward degree are continued through the Summer Quarter. 

The courses are arranged that students may take one, two, three 

quarters succession the summer only before continuing the 
following Autumn Quarter. The summer work offers particular advan- 

tages teachers, students who wish extra work, and prac- 

titioners who desire study special subjects. 

Medicine 

Courses Medicine constituting the first two years the four-year 
course medicine Rush Medical College are given the University 

Chicago. For the majority students taking medical work for the 
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THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO 

first time, decided advantage enter with the Spring Autumn 
Quarter. For the student who lacking any the admission courses, 

who seeks advanced standing, especial advantage enter for 
the Summer Quarter. All the courses offered are open practitioners 

medicine, who may matriculate unclassified graduate students. 
Practitioners taking this work may attend the clinics Rush Medical 

College without charge. 

Education 

the Professional Schools the Graduate Department Education 
the School Education gives advanced courses Principles and 

Theory Education, Educational Psychology, the Psychology 
Retarded and Subnormal Children, History Education, and Social 
and Administrative Aspects Education. The College Education 

regular college the University, with all University privileges, and 

addition provides professional training for kindergarten-primary, ele- 
mentary- and secondary-school teachers and supervisors, and for special 

teachers Home Economics and Aesthetic and Industrial Education. 
offers undergraduate courses professional subjects and the 

methods arranging and presenting the various subject-matters which 

are taken the elementary and secondary schools. 

Commerce and Administration 

The School Commerce and Administration undergraduate- 
graduate professional school, offering courses arranged meet the needs 

those preparing for various business pursuits, for commercial teaching, 

for secretarial work, and for philanthropic service. The work for the 
summer 1918 will organized, co-operation with the School 

Education, with especial reference the needs commercial teachers. 

all the curricula emphasis placed upon (1) broad foundations work 

history, political economy, sociology, psychology, biology, government 

and law; (2) individualized curriculum; (3) contact with practical 

affairs; and (4) professional spirit. 
series public lectures Literature, History, Sociology, Science, 

Art, Music, etc., scheduled late afternoon and evening hours through- 

out the Summer Quarter, affords opportunity students and other 
members the University community hear speakers authority 
and distinction many departments study and activity. This pro- 

gram will include number popular readings and recitals, open-air 
performances, concerts, and excursions places and institutions 

interest and near Chicago. 
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Notable public libraries and museums, highly organized industrial 

plants, many typical foreign colonies, large number settlements, 
and other significant social institutions make Chicago peculiarly 
appropriate center for study and investigation. 

the Frank Dickinson Bartlett Gymnasium for men and the Ida 
Noyes Gymnasium for women full facilities for indoor exercise are given. 
Social privileges are offered through the Reynolds Club and Ida Noyes 
Hall. 

The climatic conditions Chicago during the summer months are 

excellent, the refreshing lake breeze alleviating even the hottest days. 

The location the University especially fortunate, situated the 
Midway Plaisance, the connecting link between two Chicago’s most 
beautiful parks. These parks are within easy walking distance from the 
University and contain tennis courts, golf links, bathing-beaches, and 

lagoons for rowing. These are all open the public without charge. 

The ANNOUNCEMENT courses for the Summer 

Quarter 1918 will mailed upon application 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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Beginning July, 1918, the BIBLICAL 

WORLD will issued six 
annually, each number contain not less 
than 112 pages. 

This change distinctly war measure. 

When the situation the publishing world 
once more becomes normal, the magazine will 

free resume monthly publication. 

The increase size each issue will 

make possible develop certain the 
departments well increase the variety 

contributions each number. 

urge all our subscribers co- 
operate with increasing the circulation 

the magazine and make possible 
give still larger significance and influence. 
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National 
War Savings Day 

June 

Purchase Mail 

opportunity 
purchase mail the 

books all publishers, 
and miscellaneous supplies 
such paper, envelopes, 
tablets, fountain pens, 
pencils, notebooks, ex- 
amination books, etc., 
offered the University 

Chicago Press through 
its Bookstores. Orders 
sent mail will receive 

prompt attention 

Address 

The University Chicago Press 
Chicago Illinois 

THE USE 

FIFTH-CENTURY GREEK 
LITERATURE 

JOHN BEARDSLEE, JR. 
New Brunswick Theological Seminary 

tory the Gree known 
from its actual occurrences extant lit- 

erature—from its first use Homer’s Odyssey, 
through poetic and dramatic literature; its use 

the sophists and the Greek historians and 
the collection medical tracts known 

Hippocratica; philosophical content 
the works Plato and Aristotle. special 
supplementary chapter given the use 
the term the last-mentioned writers, and 
there also index passages showing the 
fifth-century occurrences the word, with 
references Dr. Beardslee’s book and the 
editions used. 

130 pages, paper covers; 75 cents 

postage extra (weight 10 02.) 

The University Chicago Press 
Chicago 5820 Ellis Avenue Illinois 
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Sociological Study the Bible 
LOUIS WALLIS 

from The Church Ireland Gazette. The same paper also says the 

Charles Kent, Yale University, writes the author: “You have blazed 
comparatively new and exceedingly important trail, which modern students the 

Bible will follow with keen interest and great Professor Henry Preserved Smith 
says: argument well Norman Hapgood, editor Harper’s Weekly, 
writes: have read the book very carefully, and have taken extraordinary interest 

it. ideas about the Bible have been illuminated it, and the Bible will 
permanently even more interesting account having read it.” 

The book shows how the religion the Bible was evolved through great struggle 
for social justice. written for laymen well for ministers and professors. The 
sale has been steady and increasing; and the comments reviewers and purchasers 
indicate that the volume bids fair become standard treatise. 

xxxv+308 pages, 8vo, cloth; $1.50, postage extra (weight 2 lbs. 4 oz.) 

Order today from 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
5820 Avenue CHICAGO ILLINOIS 

NOTICE READERS 

Because the present congested condition the railroads delays 
the delivery second-class mail are unavoidable and your copy 

The Biblical World 

may not reach you promptly its regular date arrival. 

Please wait few days before assuming that has been lost 
route and will probably your hands before your letter 

can reach us. regret the delays and ask your patience until 
conditions are again normal. 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO 
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The Adult Class the Sunday School 
“Tell what the adult class your Sunday School 

studying and will tell you the character 
the Christianity which your church practicing.” 

The Constructive Studies 

‘The Life Burton and Mathews. $1.25, postage extra 

“Social Duties from the Christian Point View,” Henderson. $1.25, postage extra 

“Religious Education the Cope. postage extra 
Scientifically sound and modern, and full helpful suggestions. 

“The Third and Fourth Generation: Introduction Heredity,” Downing. 
$1.00, postage extra 

The first practical handbook this subject for churches and schools. 

“Christian Faith for Men Today,” Cook. $1.50, postage extra 

For other titles this series send for circular Instruction the Church 

Outline Bible-Study Courses 
the American Institute Sacred Literature 

“The Gospel John,” Goodspeed. cents (postpaid cents) 

Message the Prophets Israel the Twentieth Century,” Willett. 
cents (postpaid cents) 

“The Message Jesus Our Modern Life,” Mathews. (postpaid 

“The Problem Testament,” Smith. (postpaid cents) 

For other titles this series send for special circular the series 

Handbooks Ethics and Religion 

“The Religions the Barton. $1.50, postage extra 
The latest and best book its only one adapted popular study. 

“The Story the New Goodspeed. $1.00, postage extra 
A fascinating story of a vital religious movement. 

“The Origin and Growth the Hebrew Religion,” Fowler. postage extra 
Such study this vital deep appreciation Christianity. 

“The Psychology Religion,” Coe. $1.25, postage extra 

“The Ethics the Old Testament,” Mitchell. $2.00, postage extra 

For other titles this send for special circular the series 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO 5820 Ellis Avenue ILLINOIS 
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INEXPENSIVE COVERS FOR 
YOUR OLD PERIODICALS 

When marked 

alphabetically 

with name 

magazine and 

numerically 

volume and 

arranged 

the shelves, 

they look 

well bound 

volumes. 

LIBRARY COVERS 
Dozen lots 100 lots 

size 10x7x4 $2.50 doz. $12.50 
No. 2 size ra}xo¢ “4 3.00 15.00 
No. 3 size 13x10x, sm. * 20.00 “ 
No. 4 size @ 20.00 

Chicago 

SCHULTZ CO., Inc. 
519 Superior Street Chicago, Illinois 

POSITIONS ALL KINDS 
Never was the demand great for qualified 
teachers and specialists. For nine years have 
given our time and energy this work. Write for 

State qualifications briefly. our 

Co-operative Instructors’ Association 
Marion Indiana 

CATALOGUE 
RELIGIOUS PUBLICATIONS 

now ready for distribution 

Religious Education 
Ethics and Theology 

The Literature the Bible 
Social Service 

For Sunday Schools, Public Schools, 

Colleges, Association Classes 

Write for copy, mentioning your special interest 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
CHICAGO 5820 Ellis Avenue ILLINOIS 

28 E. Jackson Bivd., Chicago To this organization—national in scope—em- 

the millennium near? 

Christ soon return glory 

set new kingdom upon 

purified earth? 

Today these questions are being asked 
with new insistence, hence the timeliness 

The Millennial Hope 
Phase War-Time Thinking 

SHIRLEY CASE 
Professor Early Church History and 

New Testament Interpretation, 
the University Chicago 

perpetuating the false idea that the 
present world destined for early de- 
struction, the very nerve all human 
responsibility for the betterment soci- 
etyis cut. This the book clearly shows. 

264 pages; $1.25, postage extra (weight 14 0s.) 

The University Chicago Press 
Chicago 5820 Ellis Avenue Illinois 

HURCH 
Pows. Chairs, Alters, Book 

Racks, Tables, 
The finest foatinse “made, Direct from our 
factory to yourchurch. Catalog free. 

THE EVOLUTION 
EARLY CHRISTIANITY 
By SHIRLEY JACKSON CASE, Professor of Early Church 

History and New Testament Interpretation in the 
University of Chicago 

The beginnings the Christian movement are 
here studied from wholly new point view. 
examining the actual religious situation which 
the Christians the first century lived, the author 

able shed fresh light many parts the 
New Testament. 

“It is a thoroughly scholarly and satisfactory study of an im- 
portant period of growth and transition concerning which there 
has been but little heretofore available for the general reader.’ 
—The Congregationalist. 

x+386 pages, t2mo, cloth; $2.25, postage extra 
(wetgAt 1 1b. 11 oz.) 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 
Chicago 5820 Ellis Avenue Illinois 

you not receive our advertising matter regularly, 
ask put our mailing list. 

THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO PRESS 

AGENCY 
ployers and teachers naturally turn in mak- 

Boston NewYork Birmingham Denver ing a survev of the whole educational field 
Los Angeles for best teachers and teaching opportunities. 
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Articles Extraor- 

dinary Interest 

Beginning with the July number Dr. Ozora 

Davis, President the Chicago Theological 

Seminary, will contribute series articles 

Preaching World War. 

These articles will intensely practical. 

They will suggest texts and methods treat- 

ment topics born the war. They will 

bring together material from current litera- 

ture, and will point out the proper attitude 

mind and treatment. 

The articles are unique the field 

practical religious literature and are exceed- 

ingly timely. 



BOOKS 
The Greek Theater and 

Its Drama 
illustrations, $3.00, postage 

What Christianity 
postage extra (weight 

Starved Rock State 
Park and Its En- 
virons 
With maps and 

postage extra (weight 

The Illinois and Mich- 
igan Canal 
$2.00, postage extra (weight 
6 oz.) ' 

The Syntax High- 
School Latin 

cents, postage extra (weight 

Soul, and Flesh 
$2.00, postage extra (weight 
I 0z.) 

AnExperimental Study 
Left-Handedness, 

with Practical Sug- 
gestions for School- 
room Use 

cents postpaid 

Qualitative Nouns 
the Pauline Epistles 
and Their Transla- 
tion the Revised 
Version 
5° cents, postage extra . 

Goode’s Series Base 
Maps and Graphs 

Roy Professor Greek and Latin, 
Northwestern 
A wide range of topics, eighty illustrations, extensive bibliographical 
references, full General Index, complete Index Passages. 

Cross, Rochester Theological Seminary. 
comprehensive and interesting survey the rival interpretations 

Christianity. 

Cart Saver, the University Michigan, 
Capy, the Illinois State Geological Survey, 

and Henry University of. Chicago. 
very thorough and interesting geographical study this best-known 

feature the Illinois Valley. Published_as Bulletin No. the 
Geographic Society Chicago. 

James Butler College. 
study which will interest both historians and economists. Published 
Vol. the collection the Chicago Historical Society. 

Edited LEE Mobile (Alabama) High School. 
New edition revised and enlarged. co-operative study fifty 
collaborators. The furnishes scientific basis for the selection 
and arrangement the syntax topics high-school Latin 

Ernest Burton, the University Chicago. 
exhaustive examination the terms and 

as they appear in Greek literature from Homerto 200A.D. A volume 
the second series the Historical and Linguistic Litera- 

ture Related the New Testament. 

Vol. II, (Whole No. 8), the Supplementary Educational Mon- 
ographs, published conjunction with the School Review and the 
Elementary School Journal. School administrators who 
have to deal with left-handed children will get many valuable sugges- 
tions from this monograph for the treatment such cases. 

WAKEFIELD SLATEN. 
Vol. IV, Part second series, the Historical and Linguistic Studies 
in Literature Related to the New Testament. A contribution to exactness 
in New Testament interpretation, listing nine hundred Greek nouns 
used in the Pauline Epistles in the ey or te sense, a detailed study 

fifteen the more important these being used. 

Maps: No. 111, Canada, ee. inches, 3 cents. 
No, 112, Mexico, 15 X 104 inches, 3 cents. 

Graphs: No. 80, Climatic-Chart (yearly), 1 cent. 
No. 181, Monthly Weather Chart, cents. 
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matic. 

the demand made upon our resources for some the govern- 
most important military needs, are unable Balopticon 

deliveries for the present. While proud such service this world- 
crisis, shall expect serve our other patrons even more efficiently than 
before, when the world again peace. 

654 ST. PAUL STREET, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

Leading American Makers Projection Apparatus (Balopticons), Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses, 
Binoculars, Range-Finders, Gun Sights, and Other High-Grade Optical Products 

NEW YORK WASHINGTON 

Paragon Ribbons 

Red Seal Carbon 
Paper 

These products are made 
our own factory, our own 
specially trained workmen, ac- 
cording our own methods 

These methods 
and formulas are the result 

unrivaled experience 
ribbon and carbon paper mak- 
ing and these goods are the 
best that money can buy. 

Send for price list 

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

374 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY 

Bausch 
BALOPTICON 
PERFECT STEREOPTICON 

Invaluable for educational and entertainment purposes—an ideal projection 
the-classroom, laboratory, assembly hall. Models for either 

lantern slides opaque objects (postcards, photo etc.) 
—or both. Equipped with the new gas-filled Mazda lamp, absolutely auto- 

271 Ninth Street 

FINE INKS ADHESIVES 
For those who KNOW 

Drawing 
Writing Ink 

Taurine Mucilage 
Higgins’ Photo Mounter Paste 

Drawin Paste 

ice Pas 
Vegetable Glue, Etc. 

Are the Finest and Best Inks. and Adhesives 
Emancipate yourself from the use corrosive and 

ing inks and adhesives and adopt the 
Higgins Inks Adhesives. will bea 
revelation they are sweet, clean, weil 
put up, and efficient. 

Dealers Generally 

CHAS. HIGGINS CO., Mfrs. 
Chicago, London 

Brooklyn, 
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